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Online Course Evaluation

General Information

ONLINE COURSE EVALUATION
Class participants are encouraged to fill out an online evaluation for this course.
The Jaguar evaluation is available at:
• http://www.hostedsurvey.com/takesurvey.asp?c=JLRUSJAG1
The information provided in the evaluations is kept confidential and will only be used to improve training activities.
Your prompt response will be appreciated.
Your feedback is extremely important to us!
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Course Objectives and Content

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT
Course Objectives
Upon completion of this course, the participant will be able to:
• Understand EMS components, subsystems, and On-Board Diagnostics (OBD) operation
• Diagnose EMS malfunctions and fault codes using the Symptom Driven Diagnostics (SDD) platform
• Locate and identify all PAN-PAG EMS components from 2006MY through 2011MY for the following Jaguar
engine variants:
–– 3.0-liter V6
–– 4.2-liter V8 Normally Aspirated and Supercharged
–– 5.0-liter V8 Normally Aspirated and Supercharged

Program Content
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

General Information
Components, Monitors, and Systems
PAN PAG 4.2 Liter
PAN PAG 5.0 Liter
PAN PAG 3.0 Liter
Adaptive Cruise Control System
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Acronyms and Abbreviations
ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

The following acronyms and abbreviations and symbols are used in this training manual. The majority of them conform to J1930 standards.
Abbreviation

Definition or Description

AAT Ambient Air Temperature (Sensor)
ABS Anti-Lock Braking System
AC Alternating Current

Definition or Description

HEGO Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen (Sensor)
HO2S Heated Oxygen Sensor
HP High Pressure

ACV Alternating Current Voltage

IAT Intake Air Temperature (Sensor)

ACC Adaptive Cruise Control

IDS Integrated Diagnostic System

AFR Air Fuel Ratio

IMT Intake Manifold Tuning

AIR Secondary Air Injection
APP Accelerator Pedal Position (Sensor)
ATDC After Top Dead Center
BTDC Before Top Dead Center
CAN Controller Area Network
CARB California Air Resources Board
CCM Comprehensive Component Monitor
CJB Central Junction Box
CKP Crankshaft Position (Sensor)
CMP Camshaft Position (Sensor)
CO Carbon Monoxide

IP Injection Pressure
LH Left Hand
LHD Left-Hand Drive
LIN Local Interconnect Network
LP Low Pressure
LTFT Long Term Fuel Trim
LVS Liquid Vapor Separator
MAF Mass Air Flow (Sensor)
MAFT Mass Air Flow Temperature (Sensor)
MAP Manifold Absolute Pressure (Sensor)
MIL Malfunction Indicator Light

COP Coil-On-Plug

MRE Magneto-Resistive Element

CPS Camshaft Profile Switching
DC Direct Current

NAS North American Specification
NOx Oxides of Nitrogen

DCV Direct Current Voltage
DFI Direct Fuel Injection
DMTL Diagnostic Monitoring of Tank Leakage
DTC Diagnostic Trouble Code
DVOM Digital Volt-Ohm Meter
ECM Engine Control Module
ECT Engine Coolant Temperature (Sensor)
Erasable Programmable
EEPROM Electrically
Read-Only Memory
EFT Engine Fuel Temperature (Sensor)
EGR Exhaust Gas Recirculation
EVAP Evaporative Emission

NTC Negative Temperature Coefficient
OBD On-Board Diagnostics
ODST On-Demand Self-Test
throughout the
PAN PAG Used
Premiere Automotive Group
PCV Positive Crankcase Ventilation
PID Parameter Information Database
PPRV Parallel Pressure Relief Valve
PTC Positive Temperature Coefficient
PVV Pressure Ventilation Valve
PWM Pulse-Width Modulated
REM Rear Electronic Module

FLVV Fuel Level Vent Valve

RFI Radio Frequency Interference

FPDM Fuel Pump Driver Module

RH Right Hand

FTP Federal Test Procedure
HC Hydrocarbon

06/06/2011

RHD Right-Hand Drive
ROV Roll Over Valve

HDPE High-Density Polyethylene
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

Definition or Description

SAE Society of Automotive Engineers
SC Supercharged
SCP Standard Corporate Protocol (Network)
SDD Symptom-Driven Diagnostics
STFT Short Term Fuel Trim
TCM Transmission Control Module
and Manifold Absolute PresTMAP Temperature
sure (Sensor)
TP Throttle Position (Sensor)
Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen
UHEGO Universal
(Sensor)
VCT Variable Camshaft Timing
VIS Variable Intake System
VVT Variable Valve Timing
WOT Wide-Open Throttle
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Best Practices
BEST PRACTICES
Diagnostic Strategy
Diagnosing driveability concerns can be time consuming and sometimes frustrating, but the job can be made
easier if you apply a logical approach to the task, called a
Diagnostic Strategy. The following outlines a Diagnostic
Strategy that will help ensure that none of the information necessary for accurate diagnosis is overlooked.
Step 1: Verify the Concern.
• Check the accuracy and detail of information on the
repair order.

•

•
•
•

Gather as much information as possible about the
concern:
–– How long ago did it occur (number of days)?
–– What were the driving conditions?
Check for MILs and other warning lights.
Check for message center messages, or a lack of them.
Note any additional symptoms – what is working and
what isn’t:
–– Sometimes a seemingly unrelated symptom can
be directly related to a problem’s root cause.

Step 2: Start a new SDD Diagnostic Session.*
• Enter all customer’s reported symptoms.

•

•

•
•

When SDD displays an Event, use the Event Timeline to sort by Distance and/or Time to effectively
associate a group of DTCs with the specific concern.
If no DTCs are related to the initial Selected Symptoms, select Unrelated Events and/or modify your
Selected Symptoms if necessary.
Once a DTC is linked to the symptom and a Pinpoint
Test is available, follow it carefully.
If no Pinpoint Test is available for the Related/Unrelated DTC and or symptom search, refer to the diagnostic tests and related bulletins and Special Service
Messages (SSMs) available in the Recommendations menu, such as Data Recorder, Datalogger, etc.

NOTE: It is always best practice to view all Recommendations including related bulletins and or SSMs prior to
carrying out a diagnostic procedure.

Step 3: If there are no Events displayed in the Events
History, review the following:
• Determine what controls the faulty function, and how
the fault is monitored.

•
•
•
•

•

How is the system or sensor supposed to work?
Determine if the failure is network related.
Determine if the failure an input or output signal.
Determine the data messages that control the function and establish which modules transmit and which
modules use the messages.
Determine if any of the messages are required for
other functions.

Step 4: Inspect, test, and pinpoint the fault.
• Visually inspect the vehicle and look for obvious
faults first.

•

•

Starting with the easiest and most likely area,
test the circuits and components using a DVOM
as appropriate.
Test entire circuits using harness connection points if
possible, rather than testing individual components.

Step 5: Perform the repair.
• Follow the recommended service procedures.

•

•
•

To avoid a repeat failure, ensure that wiring, connectors, and grounds are in good condition before fitting
new components.
Replace defective components.
After the repair, perform a ‘vehicle reset’ of the control modules using the SDD Vehicle Reset feature.

Step 6: Evaluate the results.
• Complete the necessary Short or Long Drive Cycle
tests to initiate the appropriate readiness monitor(s).

•
•
•

Verify that the customer complaint is resolved and
that all of the original symptoms have disappeared.
Confirm that no new conditions were created:
Perform operational tests of any other systems that
are related to the complaint or that were disturbed
during the repair.

* Prior to starting a diagnostic session, ensure that the
PSC 550 is connected.
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Professional Electrical Practices

IDS/SDD Maintenance

When testing electrical circuits it is important to access
the circuits carefully to avoid damaging insulation, conductors, contacts, or components. Measurements should
be performed carefully. Ensure that the tester is connected to the correct pins. If measurements are not consistent
with the values expected, always double check that the
tester is connected correctly, is on the correct setting, and
is working properly.

Regular maintenance of IDS/SDD equipment is required
to ensure the proper operation of the diagnostic tool.
Please refer to the latest IDS/SDD Maintenance Guide
and Check List and establish a regular monthly maintenance routine.

The following is a list of ‘DO NOTs’, which are considered unprofessional practices:
• DO NOT pierce the insulation of conductors when
performing measurements. This malpractice will
damage the conductor increasing conductor resistance, and allow moisture or other contaminants to
enter the wire and or connector causing corrosion.
• DO NOT use circuit powered or self powered test
lights or circuit testers for component testing. This
malpractice may cause damage to sensitive components. Because of the amount of sensitive components in modern vehicles, the best rule is to use only
a high impedance digital multimeter when measuring
any electrical circuit in the vehicle.
• DO NOT measure circuit resistance with battery
connected. This malpractice may cause incorrect
readings due to the fact that circuits frequently use
shared grounds.
The following is a list of ‘DOs’ which should always be
followed:
• DO regular Digital Volt Ohm Meter (DVOM) maintenance. Periodically check the resistance of the test
leads and adapters to assure that measurements are
accurate.
• DO use the correct testing adapters. When performing measurements, use correct adapters when probing connectors. Using incorrect adapters may damage the plating on the contacts, causing corrosion and
increased resistance.
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ECM, DIAGNOSTIC MONITORS, AND DTCS
On Board Diagnostics Overview
Engine Management Systems are self-monitoring and
can alert the driver in the event of a malfunction by
illuminating the ‘Check Engine’ Malfunction Indicator
Light (MIL). The self-monitoring capabilities are called
On-Board Diagnostics (OBD). The Environmental
Protection Agency adopted regulations set by the California Air Resources Board (CARB) and required OBD
systems to be incorporated into Engine Control Modules (ECM) as early as 1988. These early systems were
known as OBD I.
OBD I systems had limited monitoring and diagnostic
capabilities, and soon CARB established new monitoring requirements known as On Board Diagnostics Version 2 (OBD II). All vehicles under 14,000 lbs. from
1996 onward are equipped with OBD II systems.
The OBD II system illuminates the MIL any time a malfunction is detected that could cause the vehicle’s hydrocarbon (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), oxides of nitrogen
(NOx), or evaporative emissions to exceed 1.5 times the
Federal Test Procedure (FTP) standards for the vehicle’s
model year. The MIL light may come on even though the
vehicle seems to be running normally and there are no
discernible driveability problems.
In 2008, all OBD II systems were required to meet ISO
14229. This ISO standard requires that all module communications through the Data Link Connector (DLC) be communicated via the Controller Area Network (CAN) bus.
Some causes of MIL illumination are:
• Random misfires (which cause an overall rise in HC
emissions)
• Air leak detection in the sealed fuel system (evaporative emissions leak)
• Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) system failure
causing high NOx levels
• Catalytic converter operating efficiency drops below
the manufacturer’s threshold
• Plausibility error detected between inputs
• Input signal out of acceptable range
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ECM, Diagnostic Monitors, and DTCs

Engine Control Module
The ECM controls the Engine Management System
(EMS), which includes the following:
• Engine fuel metering
• Ignition timing
• Camshaft timing
• Variable valve timing
• Camshaft profile switching (when equipped)
• Closed loop fuel metering
• Knock control
• Idle speed control
• Evaporative emission control
• On-Board Diagnostics
• Speed control
• Interface with immobilization system
The ECM controls engine fueling by providing sequential fuel injection to all cylinders. Ignition is controlled
by a direct ignition system, provided by individual ignition coils. For each cylinder, the ECM is able to detect
and correct for ignition knock and adjust the ignition
timing to achieve optimum performance.
The ECM uses a torque-based strategy to generate the
torque required by the driver and other vehicle control
modules. The ECM uses various sensors to determine
the torque required from the engine. The ECM also interfaces with other vehicle electronic control modules via
the high speed CAN bus, to obtain additional information (for example, road speed from the ABS module).

Technical Training

The ECM processes these signals and calculates how
much torque to generate. Torque is then generated by
using various actuators to supply air, fuel, and spark to
the engine.

810JLR005

Engine Control Modules are typically supplied with two
sources of voltage: hardwired battery voltage from a 5 –
10A fuse (depending on vehicle and model), and an ignition supply from the ECM relayed through another fused
circuit. A regulator located within the ECM supplies a
5V current to internal components such as the microprocessor unit. Other components or functions requiring full
battery voltage are controlled by external relays or internal switching modules.
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The microprocessor within the ECM receives signals from different components and control modules and uses a program within the ECM software to interpret input signal information and issue output signals to control engine components and functions. The ECM communicates with other control modules via bidirectional Controller Area Network
(CAN) communication interfaces.
A typical ECM uses the following inputs and outputs (depending on vehicle and variant):
Inputs

Outputs

Camshaft position (CMP) sensor

Throttle Actuator

Crankshaft position (CKP) sensor

Coil-on-plug (COP) ignition coils

Fuel rail high-pressure sensor

Upstream Universal Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen
(UHEGO) sensors

Mass air flow (MAF) sensor(s)

Downstream Heated Oxygen Sensors (HO2S)

Knock sensors

Direct injection fuel injectors

Engine coolant temperature (ECT) sensor

Variable camshaft timing (VCT) solenoids

Manifold absolute pressure (MAP) sensor

Camshaft profile switching (CPS) solenoids

Electronic throttle position sensor

Intake manifold tuning solenoid

Accelerator pedal position (APP) sensor

Variable intake system valves

Cooling fan speed

Carbon canister purge valve

Upstream Universal Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen
(UHEGO) sensors

Fuel pump relay

Brake switch

Starter relay

Cruise control switches

A/C condenser fan relay

Intake air temperature (IAT) sensor

ECM main relay viscous fan control

Ambient air temperature (AAT) sensor

Generator control

Engine oil level and temperature sensor

Air flap solenoid (SC only)

Temperature and manifold absolute pressure (TMAP)
sensor (SC only)

Pump control diagnostics
Diagnostic Monitoring of Tank Leakage (DMTL)
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EMS Main Relay
The ignition input is not the main power supply for the
ECM; it is used to initiate the power-up and powerdown routines within the ECM. Main power is supplied
through the EMS Main Relay.
When the ignition is turned on, 12V is applied to the ignition sense input. The ECM then starts its power-up routines
and turns on the EMS Main Relay, the main power to the
ECM and its associated system components.

When the ignition is turned OFF, the ECM will maintain its powered-up state for several seconds (or up to
20 minutes in extreme cases when cooling fans are
required) while it initiates its power-down routine and,
on completion, will turn off the EMS Main Relay.
The operation of the main relay is controlled by the
ECM, which provides a ground path for the main relay
coil, energizing the relay and closing the relay contacts.
ENGINE CONTROL MODULE

LOGIC

IGNITION

5V OUTPUTS

POWER
INPUT
CENTRAL JUNCTION BOX /
BODY CONTROL MODULE
STARTER RELAY
POWER
INPUT

BATTERY
VOLTAGE

EMS MAIN RELAY

FUSES
& RELAYS

ENGINE JUNCTION BOX
810JLR196
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Diagnostic Monitors and Drive Cycles
On-Board-Diagnostic (OBD) systems are required to
self-test the engine and emission controls. Powertrain
OBD incorporates nine diagnostic monitors; each monitor has an associated group of Diagnostic Trouble Codes
(DTCs). The diagnostic monitors will complete the diagnostic test(s) when a specified service ‘Drive Cycle’ is
carried out.
The nine diagnostic monitors are as follows:
• Misfire Monitor
• Comprehensive Component Monitor
• Fuel System Monitor
• Evaporative Emissions System Monitor
• Secondary Air Injection System Monitor (when
equipped)
• Catalytic Converter Efficiency Monitor
• Oxygen Sensor Monitor
• Oxygen Sensor Heater Monitor
• Exhaust Gas Recirculation System Monitor

Diagnostic Monitor Drive Cycles are defined as ‘Short
Cycle’, which test continuously monitored systems, and
‘Long Cycle’, which will test non-continuously monitored systems.
Drive cycle test results are located within IDS/SDD >
Diagnostics > Recommendations > OBDII Readiness
tests.
NOTE: Diagnostic Monitor Drive Cycles must be completed before a DTC can be set. If the DTCs are cleared
from system memory, the cycle must be re-run in order to
re-set a DTC. When investigating an MIL or DTC, do not
begin diagnostics by clearing DTCs.

If a malfunction is detected that could cause vehicle
emissions to exceed 1.5 times the allowable limit during
a drive cycle, a DTC will be set. If the same malfunction
is detected on 2 consecutive drive cycles, the ECM will
illuminate the Malfunction Indicator Light (MIL) to alert
the driver that a malfunction has occurred.
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Engine Control Module Short Drive Cycle Self-Test
The Short Drive Cycle test was previously known as
‘Trip’, and is defined as an ignition cycle with a minimum engine temperature increase.
The following procedure will complete the self-test:
–– Ignition off for 10 seconds
–– Start the engine
–– Raise the engine speed to 1500 rpm and hold for 3
minutes and until an engine coolant temperature of
70ºC (158ºF) is reached.
–– Return the engine to idle for 30 seconds
–– Turn off engine

This will test the following continuously monitored
systems:
• Comprehensive Component*
• Misfire
• Fuel System
* The Comprehensive Component Monitor (CCM) is
an on-board strategy designed to monitor a failure in
any electronic component or circuit that provides an
input or output signal that is not exclusively monitored by another monitor system. Inputs and outputs
are considered inoperative when the expected signal
value is deemed open, shorted, or out of range.

Short Drive Cycle Self-Test Completed

OBDII readiness tests

MIL Off
Test results for continuously
monitored systems

MIL
Lamp
Status

Test results for non-continuously monitored systems

Misfire monitor Monitor

Catalyst heater monitor

Oxygen sensor Monitor

Status : Completed

Status : Not supported

Status : Test not complete

Comprehensive component.
Monitor

Evaporative system Monitor

Oxygen sensor heater
Monitor

Status : Test not complete

Status : Completed

Status : Test not complete

Fuel system monitor
Status : Completed

Secondary air system
Monitor

Exhaust gas recirculation
system monitor

Status : Not supported

Status : Test not complete

Catalyst monitor

Air conditioning refrigerant
monitor

Status : Test not complete

Status : Not supported

810JLR059
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Engine Control Module Long Drive Cycle Self-Test
Previously known as ‘Drive Cycle’, this procedure takes
the Short Cycle test one step further by operating the
vehicle to the point where it will initiate and complete
the remaining monitors.
The following procedure will complete the self-test:
–– Accelerate the vehicle to 55 mph (88km/h) in 5th
gear and maintain that speed for 2 minutes, keeping
the engine speed at or above 1800 rpm.
–– Release the throttle and allow the vehicle to decelerate until the engine speed is less than 1000 rpm.
–– Stop the vehicle completely.
–– Release the brake and allow the vehicle to move for
1 minute at idle speed.
–– Stop the vehicle and shut off the engine.

This will test the following Non-continuously monitored
systems (when applicable):
• Secondary Air System
• Catalyst Efficiency
• Oxygen Sensor
• Oxygen Sensor Heaters
• EGR System
• Canister Purge System
• Evaporative System (After engine OFF for 10 minutes)

Long Drive Cycle Self-Test Completed

OBDII readiness tests

MIL Off
Test results for continuously
monitored systems

MIL
Lamp
Status

Test results for non-continuously monitored systems

Misfire monitor Monitor

Catalyst heater monitor

Oxygen sensor Monitor

Status : Completed

Status : Not supported

Status : Completed

Comprehensive component.
Monitor

Evaporative system Monitor

Oxygen sensor heater
Monitor

Status : Completed

Status : Completed

Status : Completed

Fuel system monitor
Status : Completed

Secondary air system
Monitor

Exhaust gas recirculation
system monitor

Status : Not supported

Status : Completed

Catalyst monitor

Air conditioning refrigerant
monitor

Status : Completed

Status : Not supported

810JLR060
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Incomplete Drive Cycle
Because a single EMS malfunction can cause numerous driveability concerns and set multiple fault codes, a
Drive Cycle will not complete if there are stored DTCs.
After a malfunction is rectified, it is advisable to complete both Drive Cycles in order to verify that no additional system faults are present.

In the example below, a malfunction occurred in a Variable Cam Timing solenoid. Since the Oxygen Sensor
operation was directly affected, the ECM did not complete the Drive Cycle (OBDII Readiness Monitor) in
order to avoid setting an erroneous O2 sensor fault code.

Incomplete Drive Cycle with a Stored DTC

OBDII readiness tests

MIL On
Test results for continuously
monitored systems

MIL
Lamp
Status

Test results for non-continuously monitored systems

Misfire monitor Monitor

Catalyst heater monitor

Oxygen sensor Monitor

Status : Completed

Status : Not supported

Status : Test not complete

Comprehensive component.
Monitor

Evaporative system Monitor

Oxygen sensor heater
Monitor

Status : Test not complete

Status : Completed

Status : Completed

Fuel system monitor
Status : Completed

Secondary air system
Monitor

Exhaust gas recirculation
system monitor

Status : Not supported

Status : Completed

Catalyst monitor

Air conditioning refrigerant
monitor

Status : Test not complete

Status : Not supported
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Diagnostic Trouble Codes
Diagnostic Trouble Codes (DTCs) are displayed as alphanumeric codes, with each digit having a specific meaning.

DTC Interpretation
The first digit indicates the major system. The second
digit indicates whether the DTC is an SAE sanctioned
(generic) code (‘0’) or a manufacturer-specific code
(other digit). The third digit indicates the subsystem
involved, the fourth and fifth digits specify the circuit,
sensor, or actuator malfunction, and the sixth and seventh digits describe the type of malfunction detected.

DTC P0365-02 would be interpreted as:
• P: Powertrain
• 0: SAE Sanctioned Code
• 3: Valve Timing System
• 65: Camshaft Position Sensor Circuit
• 02: No Signal Detected

IDS/SDD includes additional DTC details and information, accessed by clicking the icons in the ‘Status’ and
‘Options’ columns.

810JLR062

Status
The Status icons are as follows:

PENDING: A fault has been detected after the first monitoring cycle; a second cycle has not yet been completed.
This will generally cause a warning message to appear,
but no MIL illumination.

DTC PENDING

DTC PERMANENT

HISTORIC: A fault has been detected after two consecutive monitoring cycles, but is not currently detected.
The MIL will extinguish after six ignition cycles.

DTC HISTORIC

DTC INTERMITTENT

ON-DEMAND SELF-TEST
810JLR063
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PERMANENT: A fault has been detected after two
consecutive monitoring cycles and is currently present;
the MIL will be illuminated.

INTERMITTENT: A fault has been detected, but not
during two consecutive monitoring cycles. This will
generally cause a warning message to appear but no MIL
illumination.
ON-DEMAND SELF-TEST (ODST): Applied to an
On-Demand DTC that is logged (for example, as a result
of running an On-Demand Self-Test).

810-JAG: Engine Management and Diagnostics
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Options
DTC Help Information
The DTC Help pop-up will show the following
information:
DTC HELP
INFORMATION

810JLR125

DTC
SNAPSHOT DATA

•
•
•
•
•
•

DTC number
Fault type
Description
Fault Type detail
Supplementary description
Symptoms

DTC Help

810JLR205
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Snapshot Data
As mandated in 1996, Snapshot Data (Freeze Frame
Data) is recorded when a DTC is stored. It provides
valuable Parameter Identification Database (PID) information that allows the technician to view the operating
conditions that were present when the code was stored.

Snapshot data is only recorded when a DTC is FIRST
SET. Any single DTC can only be listed once on the IDS/
SDD timeline, regardless of how many times the DTC has

Components, Monitors, and Systems

occurred. When investigating customer concerns about
‘Check Engine’ warning lights, technicians must consider
‘Two Trip’ DTCs, such as those for Evaporative Emissions
Leaks. DTCs will only record snapshot data from the first
time a fault is detected, ‘Two Trip’ DTCs do not trigger a
‘Check Engine’ light on the first occurrence, and do not
appear on the IDS/SDD timeline where the customer has
reported the ‘Check Engine’ light first illuminated.

Snapshot Data Record

810JLR064
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Catalytic Converter

CATALYTIC CONVERTER
A catalytic converter is a device used to reduce the
emissions from an internal combustion engine. A catalytic converter contains two separate catalyst bricks to
stimulate a chemical reaction to the harmful byproducts
of combustion: Hydrocarbons (HC), Carbon Monoxide
(CO), and Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) are converted to
less harmful and/or inert substances.
UHEGO
SENSOR

The catalyst bricks are most often made of precious
metals: platinum is the most active catalyst and is widely
used; palladium and rhodium are also used. Platinum
and rhodium are used as a reduction catalyst (first brick),
while platinum and palladium are used as an oxidation
catalyst (second brick).

HEGO
SENSOR

HC
NOx
CO

FIRST
BRICK

HC
N2
CO

SECOND
BRICK

H 20
N2
CO2

CATALYTIC CONVERTER

GAS FLOW
810JLR206

In order for the catalyst to store and release oxygen, the fuel mixture must cycle between ‘lean’ and ‘rich’. During the
lean cycle excess oxygen is stored, and is combined with harmful elements during the rich cycle and released.
Harmful Emissions

Catalyst Conversions

Carbon Monoxide (CO):
Poisonous gas that is colorless and odorless

The carbon atoms bond with oxygen stored in the catalyst to create
Carbon Dioxide (CO2)

Hydrocarbons (HC):
Hydrogen atoms within the Hydrocarbons bond with stored oxygen atoms to
Major components of smog produced mostly create water (H2O)
from evaporated, unburned fuel
Nitrogen Oxides (NO2, called NOx):
Contributor to smog and acid rain, which also The oxygen atom is stripped away from the NO2 to create Nitrogen gas (N2)
causes irritation to human mucus membranes
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OXYGEN SENSORS AND FUEL TRIMS
Oxygen Sensors
There are four oxygen sensors located in the exhaust system. There are two sensors upstream – before the catalytic converters – and two sensors downstream – after
the catalytic converters. Downstream sensors are referred
to as Zirconium Dioxide Heated Oxygen Sensors (also
known as Heated Exhaust Gas Oxygen or ‘HEGO’ sensors) and upstream sensors are referred to as Linear or
Wide Range sensors (also Universal Heated Exhaust Gas
Oxygen or ‘UHEGO’ sensors).

An oxygen sensor monitors the level of oxygen in the
exhaust gases and is used to control the air/fuel mixture.
Positioning a sensor in the stream of exhaust gasses from
each bank enables the ECM to control the fueling on
each bank independently of the other, allowing much
closer control of the air/fuel ratio and catalyst conversion
efficiency.

DOWNSTREAM
SENSOR

UPSTREAM
SENSOR

810JLR065
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Oxygen Sensors and Fuel Trims

Zirconium Dioxide Heated Oxygen Sensors
Zirconium dioxide sensors (‘Downstream O2 sensor’ or ‘O2 Sensor 2’) are constructed with 2 platinum electrodes
with a zirconium dioxide element between them. The ceramic sensing element acts as a miniature catalyst to support
reactions in the incoming exhaust gases.
Before engine start up, the oxygen content surrounding the exterior of the downstream O2 sensor and in the exhaust
pipe is approximately 21%. When the engine is started, exhaust gas will begin to displace the oxygen in the exhaust
stream. The difference in oxygen content causes a catalytic reaction to occur between the platinum surfaces and the
zirconium dioxide, which will result in oxygen ions flowing toward the exhaust stream. This oxygen ion flow produces
current, which causes a rising voltage to be transmitted to the Engine Control Module (ECM).
CERAMIC THIMBLE:
INNER AND OUTER PLATINUM COATING

HEATER ELEMENT

CERAMIC INSULATOR

STAINLESS STEEL SHELL

ZIRCONIUM DIOXIDE
INTERIOR LAYER

SHIELD
REFERENCE AIR
SENSOR HOUSING
810JLR066

The ECM compares the O2 sensor signal to a fixed
0.450V reference voltage. When the signal voltage rises
above 0.450V, the exhaust oxygen level is considered
low (rich); when the signal voltage falls below 0.450V,
the exhaust oxygen level is considered high (lean).
Because an O2 sensor will not produce voltage until the
sensor temperature approaches 600°F, internal heaters
are used to decrease warm-up time and maintain sensor
temperature. The heaters are controlled by the ECM with
a modulated ground signal.
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Catalytic Converter Monitoring
After combustion, the exhaust gas is composed of harmful hydrocarbon (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of
nitrogen (NOx) emissions. The catalytic converters store and add oxygen to oxidize the exhaust gases, creating harmless dihydrogen monoxide (H2O) and carbon dioxide (CO2).

The ECM determines catalyst efficiency by monitoring the downstream O2 sensor voltages once per drive cycle; the air/
fuel mixture is cycled rich and lean by +3% to achieve a reaction at the downstream sensors.
5.0L O2 Sensors 1 and 2 after 15 Minutes Run Time
CYCLICAL SHIFT RICH/LEAN SENSOR 1 WITH CORRESPONDING SHIFT ON SENSOR 2

CATALYST CHEMICAL CONVERSION
COMPLETE

CATALYST REACTING TO
INCREASE IN HARMFUL GASSES
810JLR207

Downstream O2 Sensor Signal
NORMAL OPERATION

FAULTY CATALYTIC CONVERTER

810JLR067

If the signal voltages switch too rapidly, catalyst oxygen storage capacity is deemed insufficient and the ECM will set a DTC.
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Wide Range Heated Oxygen Sensors

DOUBLE
PROTECTIVE SHIELD

CERAMIC
SEAL ASSEMBLY

CERAMIC
SUPPORT TUBE
CONNECTION
WIRES

SENSE CELL, PUMP CELL, DIFFUSION GAP,
AND HEATING ELEMENT ARE CONTAINED
WITHIN POROUS CERAMIC LAYERS

INTERNAL
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
SENSOR HOUSING

810JLR069

The wideband heated oxygen sensors (‘Upstream O2
sensors’ or ‘O2 Sensor 1’) are located before the catalytic
converters and are commonly called ‘Wide Range’ or
‘Linear’ sensors. These sensors expand on the principle
of the Zirconium Dioxide sensor by incorporating a
second chamber – the ‘Pump Cell’. With the addition of
the Pump Cell, the sensor is actually two sensors in one.
The cells and heating element are housed within ceramic
layers comprising a Diffusion gap, Sense Cell, and an
Air Reference Chamber.
The purpose of the Pump Cell is to counteract the change
in voltage of the Sense Cell and keep it at 450 mV. The
Pump Cell is in contact with the exhaust stream; at vehicle start up the Sense Cell will read 0V and the Pump
Cell will read 0 micro Amps. As the exhaust oxygen
content decreases, oxygen ions will begin to decrease
in the exhaust stream and the voltage on the Sense Cell
will begin to increase. The ECM responds by providing
a negative current flow to the Pump Cell, which reverses
the flow of oxygen ions and limits the voltage rise on the
Sense Cell.
As O2 ions begin to flow away from the Sense Cell, the
voltage begins to decrease and the ECM responds with
a positive current to the pump cell by reversing polarity,
which moves the oxygen ions back towards the Sense
Cell bringing the Sense Cell voltage back up to 450mV.
The ECM monitors the current changes to the Pump
Cell and will adjust the air/fuel ratio at the same rate; this
adjustment is known as ‘fuel trim’.

Technical Training

Expected current readings from the Pump Cell will cycle
above and below 0 Amps, with expected maximum
readings of +2mA to -2mA. If there is zero current flow
on Sensor 2, the air/fuel ratio is at equilibrium (14.7 to
1 stoichiometric), referred to as LAMBDA 1 or Oxygen
Sensor Equivalence Ratio 1.
Wide range O2 sensors require a temperature of approximately 1,382° F to operate properly. They are fitted with
internal heaters to decrease warm-up time and maintain
sensor temperature. The heaters are controlled by the
ECM with a modulated ground signal.
DIFFUSION CHAMBER
EXHAUST GAS
O2

PUMP
INPUT

PUMP CELL

SENSE
INPUT

SENSE CELL
REFERENCE
CELL

AIR

HEATER CELL
HEATER +

HEATER –

+12V
810JLR070
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Sub-Feedback Rationality Check
In addition to monitoring catalyst efficiency, the downstream HEGO sensor signals are monitored by the
ECM to determine the content of emissions exiting the
catalyst. Since this downstream feedback is processed
by the ECM, it is incorporated into the main closed-loop
feedback provided by the upstream UHEGO sensors as a
sub-feedback value.
If the HEGO values drift above or below a theoretical
‘optimum’ target of operation over a long period of time,
the ECM will apply a sub-feedback fuel trim to that cylinder bank to maintain optimum tailpipe emissions.
The sub-feedback adjustment is made by ‘biasing’ the
ECM UHEGO target for a theoretical 14.7:1 air/fuel ratio.
As the engine management system makes the required fine
adjustments to meet this ‘biased’ UHEGO target, the final
tailpipe emissions target for the HEGO is achieved.
Sub-feedback fuel trim deviations are typically caused
by aging, contaminated, or faulty UHEGO or HEGO
sensors. They can also be affected by aging catalysts or
exhaust system leaks between the upstream and downstream sensors.
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Compared to the Long Term Fuel Trim values, which
must respond to changes in the main feedback loop and
Short Term Fuel Trim, Sub-feedback values adapt more
slowly as they represent a fine adjustment that is only
effective when applied slowly over a long period of
vehicle operation.
The On Board Diagnostic runs if the entry conditions have
been met, all the oxygen sensors are working, the longterm fuel system adaptations are within their limits, and
sub-feedback is operating. If the downstream sensors are
inoperative, the upstream sensors will also be affected.
The examples on the following page illustrate the subfeedback strategy relationship between the upstream and
downstream sensors. The first image represents normal
upstream and downstream oxygen sensor waveforms; the
sensors are both switching normally. The second image
represents the ECM sub-feedback strategy reaction to the
upstream sensor when an intermittent fault is introduced to
the downstream oxygen sensor and is then rectified.
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Oxygen Sensors 1 & 2: Normal (5.0L)

810JLR071

Oxygen Sensors 1 & 2: Intermittent Fault

FAULT INDUCED

FAULT CORRECTED

810JLR072
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Short Term / Long Term Fuel Trim Display
These readings, expressed in percentages, indicate the
amount of fuel correction commanded by the ECM in
order to maintain constant switching of the O2 sensors.
This constant signal switching is called Fuel Control.
As oxygen content in the exhaust stream increases and
decreases, the current signal from an oxygen sensor will
also increase and decrease. The ECM will interpret this
signal as a rich or lean condition and add or subtract fuel
using injector pulse width until the oxygen sensor signal
is controlled. The amount of fuel correction is called
Fuel Trim.

Fuel Adaption
The Datalogger screen captures on the following pages, numbered 1 – 4, illustrate the STFT/LTFT strategy
of how the fuel trims adapt to a slight vacuum leak.
The screen captures have the following PIDs selected:
Engine RPM, O2 Sensor 1, STFT, and LTFT for bank
1. The Datalogger 1 display below shows a normally
operating engine. It is important to understand that this
screen capture represents Memory Block 1 of the fuel
map at idle.

Short Term Fuel Trim (STFT) is an indicator of the ECM’s
immediate fuel correction command. As the oxygen sensor
signal switches above and below 0 Amps, the STFT reading will constantly vary between -5% and +5%. This constant variation above and below 0% indicates that the ECM
is capable of maintaining fuel control.
Long Term Fuel Trim or (LTFT), is a history book of
adaptive memory. The adaptive memory is divided into
12 to 16 memory blocks based on engine speed and load,
and if STFT remains above or below 0% for an extended
period of time, the ECM will begin to transfer the Short
Term readings to Long Term memory as a new base
value. This process is known as Fuel Adaptation.
Once fuel control is achieved, the Long Term readings are
locked in and the Short Term will now revert back to 0%.
These adaptations allow the ECM to access the Long Term
memory block and immediately command the correct
amount of fuel without waiting for the oxygen sensor signals. LTFT readings generally do not fluctuate.
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Datalogger 1: Normal Operating Engine

810JLR073

Datalogger 2 screen capture illustrates what happens when a slight vacuum leak is introduced at idle. The O2 sensor current immediately changes and the STFT starts to react to maintain fuel control. Block 1 of the fuel map is now
adapting to the change in fuel mixture.
Datalogger 2: Vacuum Leak at Idle

810JLR074
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Datalogger 3 screen capture illustrates the results if the vacuum leak were allowed to continue for a short time. Note that the
memory block has adapted the LTFT to 7%, allowing the STFT to continue switching for an extended period of time.
Datalogger 3: Vacuum Leak at Idle

810JLR075

Datalogger 4 screen capture illustrates change in memory blocks within the adaption strategy. When the RPM is
increased off idle, the increase causes a different memory block within the fuel map to be accessed. The changes in
fuel trims when the next memory block is accessed are instantaneous.
Datalogger 4: Vacuum Leak Off Idle

810JLR076
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Fuel Adaption Summary
When the air leak occurred, the O2 sensor sent an
increased current signal to the ECM, which responded
by increasing the pulse width to all the injectors. This
was shown as STFT.

As the O2 current began to decrease, the ECM began to
store this value as a new base in a memory block. This
was shown as LTFT. We can see that the increase in
LTFT allowed the O2 sensor to regain fuel control, even
though the system was initially too lean. Increasing the
engine speed accessed a different memory block, with a
different set of adaptations.
The data that is being viewed is the ECM’s reaction to an
input. The fuel trim will DECREASE when a rich condition is sensed and INCREASE when the indication is lean.
As a general rule, Fuel Trim readings greater than 10% in
either direction indicate a fueling problem and will set an
O2 Sensor DTC. Stored O2 Sensor DTCs do not necessarily indicate a faulty O2 sensor; it may be that the sensor
current is being maintained by excessive fuel trim.
Example:
• When a lean O2 sensor DTC is present with positive
fuel trim, there is an electrical/mechanical fault that
the ECM is trying to correct.
• When a lean O2 sensor DTC is present and the fuel
trim is negative, there is a feedback system error that
is causing the ECM to issue a lean command.

Oxygen Sensors and Fuel Trims
Adaptive Fuel Trim Display
This feature allows the user to view two complete sets of
fuel trim values at one time. Each set of fuel trim values
is related to a different segment of engine load, from
idle to maximum load. Also included is an easy-to-read
color-coded diagnostic aid to help interpret the data.
Combining all of this data in one section enables the user
to view fuel trim data more effectively and with greater
accuracy. Only a brief description of the application is
presented here.
There are three groups of information displayed in the
Adaptive Fuel Trim Display application:
• Long Term Fuel Trim (LTFT)
• Sub-Feedback Fuel Trim (SubFB)
• ECM Data (which includes VIN, hardware and software number, etc.
NOTE: Detailed supporting documentation, including a
tutorial, is available on GTR (in the Diagnostics section
under ‘Enhanced Diagnosis and Testing’) and TOPIx
when available. Using the IDS application combined
with the GTR tutorial and information will provide the
user with new tools to more accurately diagnose fuel
trim concerns.

Mixture Matrix

SIGNAL FROM O2 SENSOR

RICH
LEAN

ECM FUEL COMMAND

RICH

LEAN

FEEDBACK ERROR

SYSTEM WORKING PROPERLY

Check for:
• Improper ECM input
• ECM malfunction

Check for:
• Lean air/fuel ratio
• Faulty O2 Sensor operation

SYSTEM WORKING PROPERLY

FEEDBACK ERROR

Check for:
• Rich air/fuel ratio

Check for:
• Improper ECM input
• ECM malfunction

810JLR197
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Long Term Fuel Trim (LTFT) Display
The LTFT display differs between Jaguar and Land Rover.

6
JAGUAR; LAND ROVER 5.0L:

1
2
3
5

4

DATA VIEW SELECTION

3

ECM DETAILS

4

CURRENT DTCs READ FROM ECM

5

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

6

MENU BUTTON

7

CONTINUE BUTTON

LAND ROVER 4.2/4.4L:

4
2

LTFT DATA

2

7

3

1

1

7

5

1

BANK 1 LTFT DATA

2

BANK 2 LTFT DATA

3

CROSS-BANK COMPARISON

4

DATA VIEW SELECTION

5

ECM DETAILS

6

CURRENT DTCs READ FROM ECM

7

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

6
SDDJLR152

The Jaguar LTFT strategy is such that the ECM stores
five adaptive values per cylinder bank of the engine.
These five values are each associated with a different
range of engine load – from idle through maximum
power development.
NOTE: The LTFT display for Land Rover 5.0L uses the
Jaguar format shown above due to similar ECM configurations.
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The Land Rover Long Term Fuel Trim (LTFT) display
involves great detail that is required to effectively display
the 16 adaptive values that are stored for each cylinder
bank of the engine. These 16 fuel trim values are coincidentally arranged in a 4 x 4 matrix, where each corresponds to a specific area of engine operation defined
by an RPM and Engine Load range. When viewing Land
Rover LTFT, the values are displayed in three individual
matrixes. There is one matrix for each bank of 16 LTFT
values (Bank 1 & Bank 2), and a third matrix that provides the bank-to-bank relative value for each of the 16
RPM/Load ranges (X-Bank Balance).
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Sub-Feedback Fuel Trim Display
Sub-Feedback Fuel Trim data is displayed using an identical layout for both Jaguar and Land Rover vehicles.

3

1

4
2

5
7

1

BANK 1 SUB-FEEDBACK

2

BANK 2 SUB-FEEDBACK

3

CROSS-BANK COMPARISON

4

DATA VIEW SELECTION

5

ECM DETAILS

6

CURRENT DTCs READ FROM ECM

7

SUPPLEMENTAL DATA

6

SDDJLR154

Nine Sub-Feedback adaptive values are stored for each
cylinder bank of the engine. These nine adaptive values
are arranged in a 3 x 3 matrix, where each value corresponds to a specific area of engine operation defined
by an RPM and Engine Load range. Three individual
matrixes (of 9 values each) are displayed: one for each
cylinder bank, and a third that provides the bank-to-bank
relative value for each of the nine RPM/Load ranges
(X-Bank Balance).
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CKP SENSOR AND MISFIRE MONITOR
Crankshaft Position Sensor
A Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor may be located
in the transmission bell housing or on the timing chain
cover, depending on engine variant. The CKP sensor is
a 2-wire permanent magnet generator used by the ECM
to determine engine speed for control of ignition timing
and fuel injection timing, as well as signaling crankshaft
position for starting synchronization and misfire detection. In the example shown, the crankshaft flexplate is
fitted with a reluctor ring that will increase or decrease
the magnetic field around the sensor. An increased gap
on the reluctor ring provide a missing pulse for identification of cylinder #1.

When the ignition is switched on, the ECM will apply a
reference voltage (typically 1.3 to 2.2DCV, depending
on variant) to the sensor. When the starter is engaged,
the sensor will begin to generate an AC voltage signal to
the ECM; when the AC input voltage exceeds the reference voltage, the signal is deemed valid and the ECM
will begin the starting synchronization process. If the
AC input does not exceed the reference voltage, a fault is
determined and the ECM will use the Camshaft Position
(CMP) Sensor as a default signal.
It is important to note that a properly connected CKP
sensor will display a value of 0DCV with the ignition
switched on, due to the sensor resistance causing a circuit load. A voltage reading of 2.2DCV would indicate
an open in one or both sides of the sensor. As the engine
begins to turn, the sensor voltage will vary between
+6 and -6 volts; a DVOM will display the Root Mean
Square (RMS) value of approximately 4.8ACV.
The ECM does not use the voltage input for engine
speed calculation; it measures the time intervals (or frequency) between each pulse.
In the event of an engine misfire, the crankshaft will decelerate on the power stroke of the misfiring cylinder or cylinders and the time interval between pulses will increase. The
ECM will identify the missing cylinder using the missing
tooth region and set the appropriate DTC.

810JLR077

Typical Flywheel Reluctor Ring

If the CKP sensor fails, the ECM:
• Uses signals from the CMP sensors to determine the
angular position of the crankshaft and the engine
speed, causing extended crank time
• Adopts a limp home mode where engine speed is
limited to a maximum of 3000 rpm.
With a failed CKP sensor, engine starts will require a
long crank time while the ECM determines the angular
position of the crankshaft.

INCREASED GAP
810JLR078
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CKP Sensor and Misfire Monitor

OPEN CKP WIRES – ENGINE RUNNING
SPARKY 4000

CONNECTED CKP WIRES – ENGINE RUNNING
SPARKY 4000

Multimeter

Multimeter

810JLR079

CYLINDER 1A
TDC COMPRESSION

CYLINDER 1A
TDC COMPRESSION
ONE ENGINE CYCLE (720˚)

+

REF V

–
0˚

180˚

360˚

540˚

720˚

CRANKSHAFT ROTATION IN DEGREES

810JLR080
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Misfire Monitor
The misfire detection monitor is an internal calculation
within the ECM that records crank angle time data every
30° of rotation with a 250 nanosecond measurement
accuracy. The monitor runs continuously and is designed
to detect two levels of misfire:
• Level 1 – a misfire that will result in excessive tailpipe emissions
• Level 2 – a misfire that will cause thermal damage to
the catalyst
Determination of a misfire is made by analysis of changes in crankshaft speed, since a misfire will cause a fall in
speed after a faulty firing event.
If the ECM determines a misfire failure it will record a
fault code and details of the engine speed, engine load,
and engine coolant temperature. In addition, if a Level
2 misfire occurs, on any trip, the ECM flashes the MIL
while the fault is occurring.
Datalogger provides a method of locating and identifying intermittent misfire conditions. The PID displayed is
the count of misfires per cylinder for 1000 engine revolutions. When the Datalogger is started, an incremental
counter is activated with a maximum value of 255 that
will reset to 0 every 1000 revolutions, or approximately
every minute at idle.
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CKP Sensor and Misfire Monitor

Misfire Counter PID Selection Screen

810JLR081

Misfires Detected: Cylinders 1 – 3

810JLR082
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CAMSHAFT POSITION SENSOR
Two different types of Camshaft Position (CMP) Sensors are used in Jaguar vehicles, depending on engine
variant: Variable Reluctance and Hall Effect. This section will discuss the basic operation and purpose of
both types of sensors.
Variable Reluctor CMP

810JLR083

Hall Effect CMP

810JLR084
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Camshaft Position Sensor

Variable Reluctance CMP Sensors
The CMP Sensors are located at the rear of the cylinder
heads on the 4.2L V8 engines and on the timing chain
cover on the 3.0L V6. The sensor is a 2-wire permanent
magnet generator that provides a signal to the ECM in
order to determine the position and rotational speed of
the intake camshafts.

Unlike the Crankshaft Position strategy, the ECM does
not provide a reference voltage to the CMP sensors.
When the camshafts are rotating, the sensors will generate an AC voltage signal to the ECM, which monitors
the frequency of the voltage signal and compares it to the
signal generated by the CKP.

The CMP signals are used for:
• Cylinder identification for starting control
• Fuel injector sequencing
• Ignition timing
• Variable valve timing control/diagnostics
• Default/backup CKP signal
CMP Variable Reluctance Waveform

810JLR085
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Camshaft Position Sensor
The 3.0L V6 sensor reluctors are integrated into the
intake Variable Valve Timing (VVT) assemblies at the
front of the camshafts and have 4 teeth, with 3 being
equally spaced.

Components, Monitors, and Systems
The 4.2L V8 sensor reluctors are pressed into the rear
of the intake camshafts and have 5 teeth, with 4 being
equally spaced.
V8 CMP Sensor Reluctor

V6 CMP Sensor Reluctor

810JLR087

Failure symptoms include:
• Ignition timing reverts to the base mapping, with no
cylinder correction.
• Active knock control is disabled, along with its diagnostic (Safe ignition map – loss of performance).
• Quick cam/crank synchronization on start disabled

810JLR086
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Camshaft Position Sensor

Hall Effect CMP Sensors
Hall Effect CMP Sensors are installed in the upper
engine covers on the 5.0L V8, one for each camshaft.
The CMP is a 3-wire Hall-Effect sensor that provides
a signal to the ECM in order to determine the position
and rotational speed of both intake and exhaust camshafts. The CMP sensors are Magneto-Resistive Element
(MRE) sensors that allow the ECM to determine the
angular position of the camshafts. MRE sensors produce
a digital output, which allows the ECM to detect speeds
down to zero.

This CMP signals are used for:
• Cylinder identification for starting control
• Fuel injector sequencing
• Ignition timing
• Variable cam timing control/diagnostics
• Default/backup CKP signal
The ECM provides a 5V reference to the sensors. When
a reluctor blade is directly in front of a sensor, the voltage return signal will be 5V; when the reluctor blade
moves away the voltage return will be 0V. As the camshafts rotate the sensors will create a digital voltage offon signal to the ECM, which monitors the frequency of
the signal and compares it to the signal generated by the
Crankshaft Position (CKP) Sensor.

CMP Hall Effect Waveform

810JLR088

Failure symptoms include:
• Exhaust CMP – ECM disables the Variable Camshaft Timing of both exhaust camshafts
• Intake CMP – ECM disables the Variable Camshaft
Timing of both intake camshafts
This can result in an extended crank time or even cause
the engine not to start.
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Mass Air Flow Sensor
MASS AIR FLOW SENSOR

The Mass Air Flow (MAF) Sensor calculates air flow being drawn into the engine by using the constant temperature
hot wire method. A hot wire probe and an air temperature probe are suspended in a bypass duct of the sensor. The mass
air flow is used to determine the fuel quantity to be injected in order to maintain the target air/fuel mixture required for
correct operation of the engine and the catalytic converters.

810JLR198

When air is drawn past the hot wire probe it begins to
cool. The ECM reacts by increasing current to the hot
wire probe in order to keep it 200°C (424°F) degrees
hotter than the air temperature probe. The higher the
air flow, the greater the cooling effect and the lower the
electrical resistance of the ‘hot film’ element. The change
in heating current is measured as a voltage drop across
a precision resistor and is returned to the ECM as an
analog voltage signal. The returned signal voltage will
increase with air flow.
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If the hot film element signal fails, the ECM invokes a
software backup strategy to calculate the mass air flow
from other inputs. Closed loop fuel control, closed loop
idle speed control and evaporative emissions control are
discontinued. The engine will suffer from poor starting,
poor throttle response and, if the failure occurs while
driving, the engine speed may dip and surging may
occur before recovering.
When two MAFs are fitted, both sensor inputs are calculated individually and displayed in kilograms per hour
(kg/hr); the total combined airflow is displayed in grams
per second (g/s).
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Mass Air Flow Sensor

MAF Readings at Idle: Normal

810JLR090

MAF Readings at Idle: Air Leak at MAF Bank 2

810JLR091
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MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR
The Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) sensor allows the
ECM to calculate the load on the engine, which is used in
the calculation of fuel injection time, monitor engine load,
EGR operation, EVAP purge control flow, VVT operation,
and Camshaft Profile Switching (when equipped).

Before engine start, the barometric pressure and the
pressure in the intake manifold will be equal and the
resistance of the sensor will be high. Very little current
flows through the ground path, which results in a high
circuit voltage drop, typically 4.5V. When the engine is
started, manifold vacuum causes the sensor diaphragm
to deflect, which decreases circuit resistance; the voltage
drop will also decrease. The ECM determines manifold
pressure by measuring the amount of voltage drop on the
return wire.

810JLR092

A MAP sensor is a 3-wire variable resistor typically
installed onto the intake manifold, with a silicon crystal
imbedded in a neoprene diaphragm. The supercharged
5.0L engine has two manifold pressure sensors; one is
located in the intake manifold, the other is located after
the intercooler. One sensor measures the pressure after
the throttle (before the supercharger) and the second sensor measures the pressure after the intercooler.
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The ECM applies a 5V power supply and ground to
the sensor and monitors circuit voltage drop on a third
return wire. Because gauge pressure uses barometric
pressure (14.7 psi at sea level) as a measurement starting point and absolute pressure uses zero, absolute
pressure is a much more accurate method of determining manifold vacuum.

06/06/2011

If the MAP sensor fails, the ECM adopts a default value
of 1 bar (14.5 psi).
Failure symptoms include:
• Poor starting
• Rough running
• Poor driveability
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Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor

MAP Sensor Control

ECM

MAP
5 VOLTS

RETURN VOLTAGE

4.5V

ENGINE NOT RUNNING

0" Hg (14.7 psi)

ECM

MAP
5 VOLTS

RETURN VOLTAGE

3.5V

6" Hg (11.8 psi)

ECM

MAP
5 VOLTS

RETURN VOLTAGE

2.5V

12" Hg (8.8 psi)

ECM

MAP
5 VOLTS

RETURN VOLTAGE

1.5V

18" Hg (5.9 psi)
810JLR093
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ACCELERATOR PEDAL POSITION SENSOR
Accelerator Pedal Position (APP) Sensors allow the
ECM to determine driver requests for vehicle speed,
acceleration, and deceleration. The ECM uses this information, along with information from the Anti-Lock
Brake System (ABS) Module and the Transmission
Control Module (TCM), to determine the setting of the
electronic throttle.

Currently used Accelerator Position Sensors are NonContact type, using a magnet and Hall Sensor to mimic
a traditional twin-track potentiometer. Non-Contact type
position sensors work on the principle of Hall Effect; a
magnet is mounted on the rotating spindle and the Hall
Sensor is mounted on the body and remains stationary.
When the magnet mounted on the spindle is rotated from
closed to open, there is a change in the magnetic field
for the Hall Sensor. The change in the magnetic field is
sensed by the hall sensor and the hall voltage generated
is given as the input to the ECM. A Non-Contact position
sensor requires a forward bias voltage to operate, so it
cannot be Ohm-tested. Normally, a two-pole magnet is
used, generally a ‘Ring’ or ‘Segment’ type.
Each track receives an independent power supply from
the ECM and returns an independent analog signal to the
ECM. Both signals contain the same positional information, but the signal from track 2 is half the voltage of the
signal from track 1 at all positions.
The APP Sensor signals are checked for range and plausibility. Should one sensor fail, the other is used as a
‘limp-home’ input. In limp-home mode due to an APP
signal failure, the ECM will limit maximum engine
speed to 2000 rpm.

810JLR095

If both signals have a fault, the ECM adopts a fixed high
idle speed of approximately 1200 rpm.
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Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor

APP Sensor Output

4.76

4.5

4.30
4.0
3.87
3.5

VOLTAGE

3.0

2.5
2.38
1.93

2.0

1.5

1.0
0.75
0.62
0.37
0.27
17

13.8

0
0
-0.35

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

16

18

APP SENSOR ANGLE
1.9

KICKDOWN ANGLE

810JLR096

APP Sensor Signals

810JLR097
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Electronic Throttle
ELECTRONIC THROTTLE
Throttle position is regulated via an electronic throttle
body (‘drive-by-wire’ system) in response to driver
demand as sensed by the APP Sensor. A Throttle Position
(TP) Sensor is mounted in the integrated cover plate on
the throttle body assembly.

810JLR032

This value is input into the ECM and the throttle is
opened to the correct angle by means of an electric direct
current (DC) motor integrated into the throttle body.
Movement of the motor is achieved by changing the
PWM signal to the DC motor, allowing it to be operated
in both directions by reversing the polarity.
The dual-output TP Sensor in the throttle body is used to
monitor the position of the throttle blade and the rate of
change in its angle.
A software strategy within the ECM enables the throttle
position to be calibrated at each ignition cycle. When the
ignition is turned ON, the ECM commands the throttle
to open and close fully, thus performing a self-test and
calibration, learning the position of the full closed hard
stop position.
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Electronic Throttle

Throttle Position Sensor Operation
5

4

3

2

1

0
IDLE

TP Sensor Example – 5.0L
There are two inputs generated by the TP Sensor: input
1 is the primary signal and input 2 is the redundant backup signal.

TP 2
TP 1

VOLTAGE

Currently used Throttle Position Sensors are NonContact type, using a magnet and Hall Sensor to mimic
a traditional potentiometer. Non-Contact type position
sensors work on the principle of Hall Effect; a magnet is
mounted on the rotating spindle and the Hall Sensor is
mounted on the body and remains stationary. When the
magnet mounted on the spindle is rotated from closed to
open, there is a change in the magnetic field for the Hall
Sensor. The change in the magnetic field is sensed by
the Hall Sensor and the hall voltage generated is given
as the input to the ECM. A Non-Contact position sensor
requires a forward bias voltage to operate, so it cannot be
Ohm-tested. Normally a two-pole magnet is used, generally a ‘Ring’ or ‘Segment’ type.

FULL THROTTLE

810JLR101

TP Sensor Reaction as the Throttle is Operated

810JLR097
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TEMPERATURE SENSORS

Temperature sensors have numerous automotive applications and are basically constructed the same way regardless of
the application. They consist of a 2-wire Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor, which means the sensor
resistance will decrease when the temperature increases and increase when the temperature decreases. This section will
discuss the various temperature sensors used in the EMS.

Engine Coolant Temperature Sensor
The Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) Sensor is used
to monitor the engine coolant temperature and is vital
to the correct running of the engine. A richer mixture is
required at lower block temperatures for good quality
starts and smooth running, leaning off as the temperature
rises to maintain emissions and performance.
Typical ECT Sensor with Cross-Section

ECT Control
In this example, the Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT)
Sensor is wired as a simple series circuit with the ECM
providing 5 volts at one side and ground at the other. On
the feed side of the circuit the ECM monitors voltage
drop across an internal resistor, using a device called a
comparator.
12V

5V
1.5V

THERMISTOR

810JLR099

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
810JLR098

Commonly used ECT Sensors have an operating temperature range of -40 to 119°C (-40 to 246°F). When a
defective coolant sensor is detected, the ECM will adopt
a default strategy and use an oil temperature sensor value
if equipped.
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When sensor resistance decreases due to a temperature
increase, more current is allowed to flow through the
sensor to ground and voltage drop across the internal
resistor decreases. As the sensor cools down, the increase
in resistance will oppose current flow, causing an
increase in voltage drop.
These readings are used by the ECM to calculate engine
temperature and air charge density.
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Temperature Sensors

Intake Air Temperature Sensor

Ambient Air Temperature Sensor

The Intake Air Temperature (IAT) Sensor is integrated
into the Mass Air Flow (MAF) Sensor and is also known
as a Mass Air Flow Temperature (MAFT) Sensor. It is
a temperature-dependent resistor (thermistor); the resistance of the sensor varies with temperature.

The Ambient Air Temperature (AAT) Sensor is an NTC
thermistor that allows the ECM to monitor the temperature of the air around the vehicle.

IAT Sensor Incorporated into the MAF Sensor

810JLR100

The ECM uses the AAT input for a number of functions,
including engine cooling fan control. The ECM also
transmits the ambient temperature on the high speed
CAN bus for use by other control modules.
810JLR199

This thermistor is also an NTC element: the sensor resistance decreases as the sensor temperature increases. The
sensor forms part of a voltage divider chain with an additional resistor in the ECM. The voltage from this sensor
changes as the sensor resistance changes thus relating the
air temperature to the voltage measured by the ECM.

If there is a fault with the AAT sensor, the ECM calculates the AAT from the temperature inputs of the IAT/
MAFT sensors. If the AAT sensor and the temperature
inputs of the MAFT sensors are all faulty, the ECM
adopts a default ambient temperature of 20°C (68°F).

If the NTC thermistor signal fails, the ECM adopts a
default value of 25°C (77°F) for the intake air temperature.
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Ignition System
IGNITION SYSTEM
Ignition Strategy

The ignition system strategy follows the current standard practice of ECM control from a base ignition map, which is
then corrected for the specific engine operating conditions. Ignition is synchronized by the ECM using the input signals from Crankshaft Position (CKP) and the Camshaft Position (CMP) Sensors.
Typical Base Ignition Map
IGNITION ANGLE

ENG
INE
LOA
D

ED
SPE
INE
ENG

810JLR103
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Ignition System

Ignition Coils

Knock Sensors

The ignition coil operates according to the laws of induction. The unit consists of two magnetically-coupled
copper coils (primary and secondary windings). The coil
incorporates an internal switching module.

Knock Sensors are located where they can reliably detect
knocking on all cylinders, usually on either the engine
block or cylinder heads, depending on engine variant.

5.0L Ignition Coil

NP10V8100

Knock Sensors are crystal and ceramic piezoelectric transducers, which generate voltage when pressure or vibration is applied. When the ECM detects a voltage increase
(amplitude) or increase in signal speed (frequency) from
a Knock Sensor, it uses the signal from the CKP to determine which cylinder is firing and will retard ignition timing
in that cylinder by 3° increments until the vibration signal
decreases. If the Knock Sensor signal does not decrease
after 9° of ignition retard, a fault is recorded.

NP10V8109

Energy is stored in the primary winding’s magnetic field
by allowing a current to flow through the primary circuit
switched by the switching module. At the firing point the
current flow is interrupted by the ECM, which induces
secondary voltage in the coil’s secondary winding.
The secondary circuit has a diode on the ground side in
order to reduce any undesired switch-on voltage, which
could lead to misfiring into the intake manifold to an
uncritical value.

The ECM cancels closed loop control of the ignition system if the signal received from a knock sensor becomes
implausible. In these circumstances, the ECM defaults to
base mapping for the ignition timing. This ensures that
the engine will not become damaged if low quality fuel is
used. The MIL will not illuminate, although the driver may
notice that the engine ‘pings’ in some driving conditions
and displays a drop in performance and smoothness.

The switching module will limit the primary current to
a maximum value. It also limits the maximum primary
voltage by voltage clamping. This protects the switching
module and (along with other parameters) determines the
maximum possible secondary voltage.
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EVAPORATIVE EMISSIONS CONTROL
Overview
The Evaporative Emission (EVAP) Control System
reduces the level of hydrocarbons released into the atmosphere by fuel vapor venting from the fuel tank. The
system comprises an EVAP canister, an EVAP canister
purge valve, and interconnecting vapor pipes. The vapor
pipes are connected to the system components using
quick-release connectors.
Fuel vapor is generated by the fuel in the tank and the
amount of vapor produced increases as the fuel heats
up. Fuel vapor in the tank is also generated by refueling;
this fuel vapor can flow freely without restriction to the
EVAP canister via the tank venting system.
The vapor passes into the EVAP canister where it is
absorbed and stored by the charcoal. Because there is a
limit to the amount of vapor the canister can contain, the
fuel vapor is purged from the canister when the engine is
running and burned in the engine.
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Evaporative Emissions Control

Components
EVAP Canister
EVAP canisters contain a bed of activated charcoal or carbon. The charcoal is produced using special manufacturing
techniques to treat the charcoal with oxygen. The oxygen treatment opens up millions of pores between the carbon
atoms resulting in a highly porous charcoal with a very large effective surface area, capable of absorbing large quantities of fuel vapor. Once treated, the charcoal is known as ‘activated’ carbon or charcoal.
CONNECTOR FOR VAPOR PIPE TO
EVAP CANISTER PURGE VALVE
CONNECTOR FOR
VAPOR PIPE FROM FUEL TANK

FUEL PUMP DRIVER MODULE
MOUNTING BRACKET

CONNECTOR FOR
DMTL PUMP
DMTL PUMP BRACKET
810JLR112

NOTE: NAS EVAP canisters use a higher grade of charcoal to meet the stricter emissions regulations. The EVAP
canister has a capacity of 3000 cc (183 in3).
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EVAP Canister Purge Valve
The EVAP canister purge valve is operated at 10 Hz by
a PWM signal from the ECM. At this high frequency,
the pulses of fuel vapor flow into the intake manifold/
supercharger in an almost continuous flow. The valve
operates between 7% and 100% duty or mark space ratio
(percentage open time).
Atmospheric pressure is higher than the pressure at
the inlet of the intake manifold/supercharger under all
throttle settings and engine running conditions. It is this
pressure differential that causes air to flow through the
EVAP system to the engine.

810JLR114

The EVAP canister purge valve is located on the LH side
of the engine, below the ignition coils cover. A vapor
pipe is routed from the EVAP canister purge valve to the
inlet of the intake manifold for both Normally Aspirated
and Supercharged vehicles. The purge valve is a solenoid-operated valve which is closed when de-energized;
the valve is controlled by the ECM and is operated when
engine operating conditions are correct to allow purging
of the EVAP canister.
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The ECM waits until the engine is running above 40°C
/104°F (4.2 liter) or 55°C / 131°F (5.0 liter) coolant
temperature with closed loop fuel operational before the
purging process is activated. Under these conditions the
engine should be running smoothly with no warm-up
enrichment. The EVAP canister purge valve duty (and
flow) is initially ramped slowly because the vapor concentration is unknown (a sudden increase in purge could
cause unstable engine running or cause it to stall due
to an extremely rich air/fuel mixture). The concentration is then determined by monitoring the upstream O2
sensor response and the amount of closed loop fueling
adjustment required to achieve the target Air Fuel Ratio
(AFR). Once the concentration has been determined, the
purge flow can be increased rapidly and the injected fuel
can be proactively adjusted to compensate for the known
purge vapor, and the target AFR control is maintained.
The purge valve flow is determined by monitoring manifold vacuum depression when the purge valve is active.
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Evaporative Emissions Control

EVAP Purge Control
When the purging process is active, fresh air is drawn into the EVAP canister via the DMTL filter and pump.

PURGE VALVE:
OPEN VIA PWM DUTY CYCLE

THROTTLE
PLATE

AIR FLOW
TO ENGINE

CHARCOAL
CANISTER

FUEL TANK
REFERENCE ORIFICE:
0.5 mm

CHANGE-OVER
VALVE: OPEN

AIR FILTER
AIR INTAKE

PUMP

DMTL PUMP ASSEMBLY

810JLR115
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Diagnostic Monitoring of Tank Leakage System
The Diagnostic Monitoring of Tank Leakage (DMTL)
system periodically checks the EVAP system and the
fuel tank for leaks when the ignition is switched off.
The DMTL system comprises the previously described
components of the EVAP system with the addition of a
DMTL pump and a DMTL filter.
DMTL Pump

810JLR116

The DMTL pump is connected to the atmospheric vent
of the EVAP canister and incorporates an electric air
pump, a Positive Temperature Coefficient (PTC) heating
element, a normally open Change-Over Valve (previously known as the Canister Close Valve) and a fixed reference orifice. The DMTL pump is controlled by the ECM
and only operates when the ignition is switched off. The
ECM also monitors the electric air pump operation and
the Change-Over Valve for faults.
The DMTL filter prevents dust being drawn into the system when the pump is operated. The filter is located on
the fuel filler head and is connected to the DMTL pump
by a vapor pipe.

DMTL Operation
The ECM performs a check for major leaks each time
the ignition is switched off, provided the following conditions are met:
• Vehicle speed is 0
• Engine speed is 0
• Atmospheric pressure above 70 kPa (10.15 psi), i.e.
altitude is less than approximately 3047m (10,000 ft).
• Ambient temperature between 0 to 40°C (32 to 104°F).
• EVAP canister vapor concentration factor is 2 or less
–– -1% or less is no fuel vapor
–– 0 is stoichiometric fuel vapor
–– +1% or greater is rich fuel vapor
• Fuel tank level is valid and between 15 and 85% of
nominal capacity
• Engine running time during the previous cycle was
more than 10 minutes
• Battery voltage is between 10 and 15 volts
• Last engine off time was more than 180 minutes
• No errors are detected with the EVAP components,
the ambient air temperature, or the fuel level.
NOTE: A leak test can be performed using a JLRapproved diagnostic equipment. This overrides many of
the above conditions and is useful for checking correct
system and component operation.
The ECM performs a check for minor leaks after every
2nd major leak check.
When the leak check is complete, the ECM stops the
DMTL pump and opens (de-energizes) the ChangeOver Valve.
If the fuel filler cap is opened or refueling is detected during the leak check (by a sudden drop in the current draw or
a rise in the fuel level) the ECM aborts the leak check.
If a leak is detected during the check, the ECM stores
an appropriate fault code in its memory and turns on the
‘Check FUEL CAP’ message in the Message Center. If
a leak is detected on two consecutive checks, the ECM
illuminates the MIL in the Instrument Cluster on the next
drive cycle.
The duration of a leak check can be between 60 and 800
seconds depending on the results and fuel tank level.
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Evaporative Emissions Control

Phase 1: Reference Measurement

PURGE VALVE:
CLOSED

THROTTLE
PLATE

AIR FLOW
TO ENGINE

CHARCOAL
CANISTER

FUEL TANK
REFERENCE ORIFICE:
0.5 mm

CHANGE-OVER
VALVE: OPEN

AIR FILTER
AIR INTAKE

PUMP

DMTL PUMP ASSEMBLY

810JLR117

To check the fuel tank and the EVAP system for leaks,
the ECM operates the DMTL pump and monitors the
current draw. Initially, the ECM establishes a reference
current by pumping air through the reference orifice and
back to atmosphere.
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Phase 2: Leak Detection

PURGE VALVE:
CLOSED

THROTTLE
PLATE

AIR FLOW
TO ENGINE

CHARCOAL
CANISTER

FUEL TANK
CHANGE-OVER
VALVE: CLOSED

REFERENCE ORIFICE:
0.5 mm

AIR FILTER
AIR INTAKE

M
PUMP

DMTL PUMP ASSEMBLY
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Once the reference current is determined, the ECM
closes the Change-Over Valve, which seals the EVAP
system. The EVAP canister purge valve remains deenergized and is therefore closed. The output from the air
pump is diverted from the reference orifice and into the
EVAP system.

During normal vehicle operation, 15 seconds after the
engine has started, the ECM energizes the heating element
in the pump to prevent condensation formation and possible incorrect readings. The heater remains energized until
the engine and/or ignition are off (if no DMTL test is running) or until after the DMTL test is completed.

When the Change-Over Valve is closed, the load on the
air pump falls to 0. Provided there are no leaks, the air
pump will begin to pressurize the EVAP system and the
load and current draw in the pump increases. By monitoring the rate and level of the current increase, the ECM
can determine if there is a leak in the EVAP system.

Leaks are classified as:
• Minor – equivalent to a hole diameter of 0.5 to 1.0
mm (0.02 to 0.04 in.).
• Major – equivalent to a hole diameter of 1.0 mm
(0.04 in.) or greater.
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Evaporative Emissions Control

DMTL Results
The DMTL pump is driven to pressurize the fuel tank and the current is measured with the Change-Over Valve in
different states. A comparison of the current draw in each state indicates the degree of any leak, and the ECM then sets
the appropriate DTC.

REFERENCE MEASUREMENT
0.5 mm

NO LEAK DETECTED

CURRENT STABILIZES
CURRENT RISES
CURRENT DROPS

MOTOR CURRENT / PRESSURE

0.5 mm LEAK DETECTED

> 1 mm LEAK DETECTED

TIME DURATION
PUMP MOTOR
ENERGIZED

CHANGE-OVER VALVE
ENERGIZED

810JLR119
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Evaporative Emissions Control
Component Locations
Component Locations: 5.0L XK NA Shown; Others Similar

EVAP CANISTER
PURGE VALVE

FUEL TANK TO EVAP CANISTER
VAPOR LINE
DMTL FILTER

EVAP CANISTER TO PURGE VALVE
VAPOR LINE

DMTL PUMP

DMTL PUMP TO FILTER
ATMOSPHERIC VENT PIPE
EVAP CANISTER

TANK TO FILLER PIPE
VAPOR LINE

810JLR120
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ECM Data Recorder

ECM DATA RECORDER
The Engine Control Module (ECM) has an internal data
recorder, which records and stores engine data in the
ECM’s EEPROM when a trigger condition has been
detected. The recorded data can be viewed and analyzed
using the JLR-approved diagnostic equipment.

Triggers
Triggers are listed by priority; a high priority trigger will
overwrite a lower one. With events of equal priority, the
most recent event will be recorded.
•
•

•

•

•

Technical Training

VEHICLE IMPACT
–– The inertia switch has gone open circuit.
THROTTLE DEFAULT
–– The ECM has entered into a throttle default or
limp-home mode.
THE ENGINE STARTED AND STALLED
–– The engine speed has dropped below a calibrated
threshold but did not completely stall.
THE ENGINE FAILED TO START
–– Engine speed remains below a calibrated threshold for an extended time while the engine is being
cranked.
THE ENGINE STALLED
–– The engine has stopped running without ignition
switch input.
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ECM Data Recorder
Data Review

A technician may review the recorded engine parameters frame-by-frame within the Pre-Trigger column to determine
what conditions were present prior to the driveability event. The trigger frame will be highlighted in red; when viewing the data display, it is important to view the parameters BEFORE the trigger frame.
Data Recorder Display: Pre-Trigger Event Data

810JLR122

Data Recorder Display: Trigger Event Data

810JLR123
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ECM Data Recorder

The Technical HelpLine may request the recorded data to assist in the diagnostic process. After viewing the recorded
data the user is prompted with the operator question ‘Press tick to clear the vehicle flight recorder data’. DO NOT clear
the data at this screen unless a copy has been saved.
Operator Question

810JLR124
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PAN PAG 4.2 Liter

OVERVIEW
This section will review components and systems unique to the Jaguar 4.2-liter Engine Management System (those
not previously covered in the Components, Monitors, and Systems section) for both Normally Aspirated (NA) and
Supercharged (SC) engines.
•

Components and Locations

•

Fuel Systems

•

Crankcase Ventilation System

•

Engine Ignition

•

Exhaust Gas Recirculation

•

Air Intake Systems

•

Temperature and Manifold Absolute Pressure
(TMAP) Sensor

•

Secondary Air Injection

NA Component Location
FUEL TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

ECT
SENSOR

KNOCK
SENSORS

ELECTRONIC
THROTTLE

CMP
SENSORS

VARIABLE
CAMSHAFT TIMING
SOLENOIDS

MAP
SENSOR

ENGINE OIL
PRESSURE SWITCH
CKP
SENSOR
ENGINE OIL
TEMPERATURE SENSOR
NP09XF172
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SC Component Location
TMAP
SENSOR

FUEL TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

KNOCK
SENSORS
CMP
SENSORS

ECT
SENSOR

VARIABLE
CAMSHAFT TIMING
SOLENOIDS

MAP
SENSOR

ENGINE OIL
PRESSURE SWITCH

ENGINE OIL
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

CKP
SENSOR

ELECTRONIC
THROTTLE

NP09XF173
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Crankcase Ventilation

PAN PAG 4.2 Liter

CRANKCASE VENTILATION
The engine is ventilated through a spring-loaded PCV
valve, which opens in proportion to engine load. Once
open, the valve allows crankcase gasses to flow to the
intake manifold. The PCV valve also prevents reverse
flow into the crankcase.

810JLR151

Oil Separators
The oil separators consist of wire gauze packed into an open-ended enclosure below the breather outlet.

810JLR152
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Exhaust Gas Recirculation

EXHAUST GAS RECIRCULATION
The Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) System comprises an EGR valve and exhaust-manifold-to-EGRvalve tube.
The EGR system allows a measured quantity of exhaust
gas to be directed back to the intake manifold. The
exhaust gas is introduced to the incoming charge air in
the intake manifold, where it mixes with the air/fuel
mixture and lowers the peak gas temperature, reducing
NOx exhaust emissions. The gas is drawn through the
exhaust-manifold-to-EGR-valve tube from the exhaust
to the inlet manifold through the EGR valve.

EGR Valve
The EGR valve is a 4-pole stepper motor and receives
signals driven by the ECM. The valve has an integral
cooler unit and is cooled by the return coolant flow from
the electronic throttle.

The ECM monitors operation of the EGR system using
inputs from the Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) Sensor during deceleration and can detect high or low flow
through the valve as a result of changes to the pressure
readings. High or low flow outside the expected range
results will set a DTC.
•

On Normally Aspirated vehicles, the EGR valve is
mounted on the intake manifold.

•

On Supercharged vehicles, the EGR valve is
mounted on the throttle body elbow.

Technical Training
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TEMPERATURE AND MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR (SC ONLY)
While the Normally Aspirated engine has a single Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) Sensor, the Supercharged
engine has two MAP Sensors: one conventional MAP
Sensor and a Temperature and Manifold Absolute Pressure (TMAP) Sensor.
On the Supercharged engine, the MAP Sensor measures
the pressure after the throttle (before the supercharger).
The TMAP Sensor measures the pressure after the intercooler and uses this to adjust the ignition timing relative to
the boost pressure. The temperature sensor portion
allows the ECM to calculate the air charge density
immediately before it enters the cylinders and to monitor
the performance of the charge air coolers.
The TMAP sensor is installed in the rear of the LH intake
manifold.

810JLR182
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Electronic Returnless Fuel System

ELECTRONIC RETURNLESS FUEL SYSTEM
XF, XJ, and S-TYPE Fuel Tank and Lines
The saddle-type fuel tank is blow-molded High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) plastic. The tank is a sealed unit, with
the only internal access being through the fuel pump module and transfer pump module flange apertures on the top of
the tank.
NOTE: XF Shown; XJ and S-TYPE Similar
FILLER PIPE
BREATHER HOSE
SPECIAL TOOL 310-146

FUEL VAPOR
PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
CHARCOAL
CANISTER

EVAP HOSE
FUEL VAPOR
PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
FUEL VAPOR
VALVE

FUEL TRANSFER PUMP

RH FINE MESH
FILTER / PICK-UP

FUEL PUMP MODULE
810JLR154

LH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT
LH FINE MESH
FILTER / PICK-UP
INTERNAL
FUEL TRANSFER PIPES
JET PUMP
RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT

EVAP CANISTER TO
PURGE VALVE PIPE
FUEL SUPPLY
TO ENGINE

NOTE: Special Tool 310-146 is required to remove
fuel flange assembly to access pump and sending
units for XF, XJ, and S-TYPE variants.

Technical Training
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XK Fuel Tank and Lines
The saddle-type fuel tank is made of stainless steel pressings. The tank is a sealed unit, with the only internal access
being via the pump module flange aperture on the top of the tank.
FUEL PUMP FLANGE
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
FUEL PUMP
FLANGE

CHARCOAL CANISTER

LIQUID / VAPOR SEPARATOR
VENT HOSE

LIQUID / VAPOR
SEPARATOR (INCLUDES
ROLL OVER VALVE)

DMTL PUMP

FUEL SUPPLY
TO ENGINE

EVAP HOSE

PURGE VALVE
HOSE

INTERNAL
FUEL TRANSFER PIPES
PARALLEL
PRESSURE RELIEF VALVE
LH
FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

FUEL PUMP
MODULE
RH JET PUMP
RH
FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT

FUEL FILTER

LH
FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT

810JLR155

LH JET PUMP

Fuel Pump Module
For all 4.2L variants, the fuel pump module is mounted
on a bayonet fitting at the base of the fuel tank and locks
into position by rotating the module clockwise into the
bayonet. The module comprises the fuel pump, the RH
jet pump, the pump inlet filter, a second fine mesh filter
mounted into the carrier, and a Parallel Pressure Relief
Valve (PPRV). The individual assembly components are
not available separately.

FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR

MESH FILTER

Parallel Pressure Relief Valve
The Parallel Pressure Relief Valve (PPRV) is installed in
the pipe between the pump module and the mounting
flange to protect the system from excess pressure. The
PPRV releases fuel back into the tank if pressure in the
pipe increases to 60 psi.

FUEL PUMP
MODULE

FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT
810JLR179
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Electronic Returnless Fuel System

Fuel Level Sensors
Two fuel level sensors are installed in either side of the
tank. One is mounted on the fuel pump module the other
is mounted on the carrier in the other side of the fuel
tank. The sensors are a float-operated Magnetic Passive
Position Sensor (MAPPS) which provides a variable
resistance to ground for the output from the fuel gauge.
The sensor is sealed from the fuel to prevent contamination of the contacts, increasing reliability. The fuel level
sensors are connected to the external electrical connector
on the flange via the connector on the underside of the
fuel pump module flange.

MAGNETIC FOIL
RESISTANCE FILM
SPACER

MAGNET

Sensor Operating Principle
The film resistors are arranged in a linear arc with resistance ranging from 51.2Ω (empty) to 992.11Ω (full). The
electrical output signal is proportional to the amount of
fuel in the tank and the position of the float arm. The measured resistance is processed by the receiving module to
implement an anti-slosh function. This monitors the signal
and updates the fuel gauge pointer position at regular
intervals, preventing constant pointer movement caused
by fuel movement in the tank due to cornering or braking.
A warning light is incorporated in the instrument cluster
and illuminates when the fuel level is low.
The fuel level sender signal is converted into a CAN signal as a direct interpretation of the fuel tank contents.
The ECM uses the CAN message to store additional
OBD ‘P’ Codes for misfire detection when the fuel level
is below a predetermined capacity.

CERAMIC SURFACE

810JLR136

The sensor comprises a series of 51 film resistors
mounted in an arc on a ceramic surface. The resistors are
wired in series with individual contacts. A soft magnetic
foil with 51 flexible contacts is mounted a small distance
above the film resistors. A magnet, located below the
ceramic surface, is attached to the sender unit float arm.
As the float arm moves, the magnet follows the same arc
as the film resistors. The magnet pulls the flexible contacts onto the opposite film resistor contacts forming an
electrical circuit.

Technical Training
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Fuel Delivery
Normally Aspirated Vehicles
Fuel delivery volume and pressure are supplied from a
single in-tank variable speed pump and controlled by the
ECM in a closed loop. The fuel pump drive is supplied
by the Rear Electronic Module (REM) for S-TYPE up to
2008MY and XJ up to 2009MY; the REM receives a
request signal from the ECM.
There are 2 fuel pump power supplies to the REM. Battery voltage is supplied to the feed side of the pump by
the REM via the fuel pump relay, which is activated by
the ECM. Battery voltage is supplied to the REM’s fuel
pump grounding transistor via the inertia switch.
Fuel pump operation on XF and XK variants is controlled by a separate Fuel Pump Driver Module (FPDM)
located under the vehicle above the rear stabilizer bar.
The fuel pump control strategy remains the same, except
the inertia cutoff is controlled by the RCM.
The ECM requests fuel pump operation by sending a
hardwired 250Hz fixed frequency PWM signal to the
REM, varying the signal duty cycle between 4 – 50% to
control the fuel delivery rate. The REM will double the
request signal and apply that duty cycle to the ground
side of the pump, increasing and decreasing the pump
speed and, subsequently, the fuel pressure. The Standard
Corporate Protocol (SCP) network is used for diagnostics and feedback control.

The fuel pump will operate for 2 seconds when the
ignition is turned on and will shut off if engine RPM
is not detected.

Supercharged Vehicles
Fuel delivery volume and pressure are supplied by a single
in-tank variable speed pump, but power for both the pump
feed and PWM ground drive are controlled by a remote
fuel pump control module via the fuel pump relay.
The ECM requests fuel pump operation by sending a
hardwired 250Hz fixed frequency PWM signal to the
fuel pump module, varying the signal duty cycle
between 4 – 50% to control the fuel delivery rate. The
fuel pump module will double the request signal and
apply that duty cycle to the ground side of the pump,
increasing and decreasing the pump speed and, subsequently, the fuel pressure. A separate hardwire to the
ECM is used for diagnostics and feedback control.

ECM Fuel Pump Requests
Fuel pump commands issued by the ECM are half of the
control module’s duty cycle. If the fuel pump module
receives a 30% request signal, it will respond with a 60%
drive signal. A 75% signal from the ECM is a fuel shutoff request.

FUEL PUMP REQUEST FROM THE ECM

810JLR156
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Electronic Returnless Fuel System

Jet Pumps
Fuel level is maintained in the two fuel tank compartments by circulating the fuel through internal cross-over
lines fitted with fixed jet pumps into surge pots. High
pressure fuel from the pump is directed through the jet
pumps’ orifices, creating a low pressure area which
draws fuel from the bottom of the surge pots and directing the fuel back into the opposing compartment.

Fuel is sent from the tank to the fuel injector rail via a
parallel pressure relief valve, which contains two opposite-facing spring-loaded check valves. One valve opens
at 0.2 psi and allows fuel to flow into the fuel delivery
pipe. The other valve is used to maintain engine-off fuel
rail pressure, but will open at 60 psi to allow pressurized
fuel to return to the tank.

Fuel Delivery
LH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
AND FUEL PUMP
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

FUEL INJECTORS
FUEL FILTER

FUEL RAIL

LOW PRESSURE
CROSSOVER LINE

RH FUEL COMPARTMENT

LH FUEL COMPARTMENT

HIGH PRESSURE
CROSSOVER LINE

FUEL DELIVERY PIPE

PARALLEL PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

FUEL PUMP
JET PUMP

FUEL LEVEL
SENSORS

JET PUMP
FUEL PUMP
MODULE

810JLR157

NOTE: Fuel rail pressure will begin to slowly
decrease after the engine is shut off. This is normal
and not a malfunction.
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FUEL CHARGING AND CONTROLS
4.2-Liter NA Fuel Rail
FUEL RAIL (INJECTION)
PRESSURE SENSOR

RH
PRESSURE DAMPER
RH FUEL RAIL

FUEL RAIL
TEMPERATURE SENSOR

LH FUEL RAIL

CROSSOVER PIPE

LH
PRESSURE DAMPER
FUEL
INJECTOR

810JLR158

4.2-Liter SC Fuel Rail
RH FUEL RAIL

FUEL
INJECTOR

FUEL RAIL
TEMPERATURE SENSOR
RH
PRESSURE DAMPER

FUEL RAIL (INJECTION)
PRESSURE SENSOR
CROSSOVER PIPE
LH FUEL RAIL
LH
PRESSURE DAMPER
810JLR159
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Fuel Charging and Controls

Component Description
Fuel delivery and control are monitored by a Fuel Rail Pressure Sensor and an Injection Pressure Sensor.

Fuel Rail Temperature Sensor

Injection Pressure Sensor

The fuel rail temperature sensor is fitted on the rear of
the RH bank (Bank A) fuel rail.

The Injection Pressure (IP) Sensor, also known as a
fuel rail pressure sensor, is mounted to the end of the
fuel rail (for fuel pressure sensing) and has an intake
manifold vacuum line port to compensate for
changes in manifold vacuum.

810JLR160

The temperature sensor is a Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor, which is used to signal fuel rail
temperature to the ECM. Fuel pump pressure is adjusted
to prevent fuel vaporization and insure adequate fuel
supply to the injectors. This input is then used to deliver
the correct quantity of fuel to the engine. Operating
range for the sensor is -40° to 150°C (-40° to 302°F).

Technical Training

10NPJAG084

The IP Sensor is a 3-wire pressure transducer with one
side of a diaphragm in contact with the pressurized fuel
and the other side connected to manifold vacuum. The
differential between rail pressure and manifold pressure
is calculated by the ECM to control rail pressure. The
ECM uses this information to demand a specific fuel
flow rate from the fuel pump via the Fuel Pump Driver
Module (FPDM).
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NOTE: The ECM measures fuel rail pressure referenced to manifold pressure, not ‘Dead Head’ gauge pressure.
All fuel pressure specifications are referenced pressure.
In the examples shown, the fuel pressure gauge image and the Datalogger screen capture have been taken at the same
time with an engine running at idle.
Referenced Fuel Pressure as read by the ECM

810JLR161

Fuel Pressure vs. Atmospheric Pressure as Read on a Gauge

810JLR162
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Fuel Charging and Controls

Fuel Injectors
Injectors are top fed and may have 4, 8, or 12 jets,
depending on engine variant, model, and model year.
The fuel jets from the injectors are directed onto the back
of the intake valves.

12-Jet Injector Shown

Injectors are energized by activation of saturated ground
drive transistors in the ECM, which means that the ground
is held constant throughout the entire pulse width period.
The injector circuits are series-resistive; the load protection for the ECM ground driver is maintained by an
injector resistance value of approximately 14Ω each.
While the needle valve is open, fuel is sprayed into the
cylinder intake tract onto the back of the intake valves.
The ECM meters the amount of fuel injected by adjusting the time that the needle valve is open.
NOTE: Injector seals should be renewed whenever an
injector is refitted to an engine. A small amount of
engine oil can be applied to the ‘O’ rings to aid installation. No other form of lubrication should be used.

810JLR164

Injector Waveform

T

T

100%

Trigger Channel 1 Rising 12.54V 7.7ms

810JLR165
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Engine Ignition
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ENGINE IGNITION
The Engine Ignition System uses iridium-tipped spark
plugs, with each spark plug powered by a 4-wire on-plug
ignition coil.

The ECM varies the dwell time of the ignition coils
depending on battery voltage and engine speed, to
ensure a constant energy level is produced in the secondary coil each time the power stage is switched. This
ensures that a good spark is always produced by the
spark plug without excessive primary current flow, thus
avoiding overheating or damage to the ignition coils.
The ECM calculates the ignition timing for individual
cylinders from:
•

Engine speed

•

Camshaft position

•

Engine load

•

Engine temperature

•

Knock control function

•

Shift control function

•

Idle speed control function

810JLR166

Each ignition coil contains a power stage to switch the
current in the primary circuit. The ECM controls the
switching with a signal to the power stage and monitors
operation of the ignition coils using a feedback signal
from each of the power stages. If a fault is detected, the
ECM stores an appropriate fault code.
Power for the ignition coils is supplied from the Main
Relay and a fuse. A capacitor is connected in parallel
with the power supplies to the ignition coils to suppress
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI).
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Supercharger Intake System

SUPERCHARGER INTAKE SYSTEM
The air intake system comprises the supercharger and a
series of ducts and ports to direct compressed air into the
engine. Air is drawn into the engine through the air intake
duct and into the intake elbow at the back of the engine,
which houses the electronic throttle. The air is directed
through the intake elbow into the supercharger, where it is
compressed above atmospheric pressure. The compressed
air exits the supercharger through a port in the upper surface and through the charge air ducts into the two charge
air cooler units, one above each cylinder bank.

After compression in the supercharger, the intake air temperature often exceeds 160°C (320°F). For this reason, the
intercoolers are liquid cooled and act as separate air-to-liquid heat exchanger matrices for each bank of cylinders.
The cooled and denser compressed air passes from the
intercoolers to the fuel rail adapters and into the engine.
A vacuum-operated bypass valve, situated downstream
of the throttle body, opens during part throttle operation.
This has the effect of recirculating and controlling the
compressed air pressure and reducing unnecessary
supercharger pumping operation.

COOLING
WATER
VACUUM-OPERATED
BYPASS VALVE ASSEMBLY

EXIT
PORT
ELECTRONIC
THROTTLE

INTERCOOLERS

AIR INTAKE

TMAP
SENSOR

CYLINDER
HEADS

INTAKE ELBOW
IAT
SENSOR

MAP
SENSOR
SUPERCHARGER

AMBIENT AIR

CHARGED HEATED AIR
COOLING
WATER

PRESSURIZED COOLED AIR

810JLR167
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VARIABLE VALVE TIMING
The Variable Valve Timing (VVT) unit is a hydraulic actuator mounted on the end of the intake camshaft, which
advances or retards the intake camshaft timing and thereby alters the camshaft-to-crankshaft phasing.
Each cylinder bank is fitted with a vane-type VVT unit, bush carrier, and a PWM solenoid-operated oil control spool
valve. The VVT unit is attached to the front of the intake camshaft with a hollow bolt and rotates in the oil feed bush
on the bush carrier casting. The VVT system provides simultaneous continuously variable intake valve timing over a
crankshaft range of 48°.
VANE SHAFT
ADVANCE
CHAMBER

RETARD
CHAMBER

STOPPER PIN
INTAKE
CAMSHAFT
ADVANCE
OIL CHANNEL

RETARD
OIL CHANNEL

DIRECTION OF
ROTATION

VANE
HOUSING

810JLR187

Before engine start, both intake camshafts are mechanically locked into a full retard position by a spring-loaded
locking pin. At engine start, oil enters the lower oilway in
the bush carrier and is forced up through the oil control
valve spools and through the bush to the VVT unit. At idle
speed, a low duty cycle (typically 10%) is applied to the
oil control valve solenoid. When the applied oil pressure
reaches 1.25 bar (18.4psi), the pressure will force the
mechanical locking pin to disengage from the VVT vanes.

3-18
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When camshaft timing advance is required, the ECM
increases the duty cycle at the solenoid, which allows
pressurized oil to enter the VVT unit’s advance chambers.
When retard is required, the duty cycle will decrease,
moving the valve to allow oil pressure to exit the advance
chambers and route oil into the retard chambers.
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Variable Valve Timing

VVT Control

810JLR169

After engine shutdown or if a fault is detected, solenoid
operation is cancelled and spring pressure will move the
mechanical locking pin forward, locking the VVT unit
into a full retard position.
Normally VVT requires the control valve to be set at an
optimal position between full advance and retard for a
particular engine speed and load. Because engine oil
properties and temperature can affect the ability of the

VVT mechanism to follow demand changes, VVT control will be inhibited when engine oil temperature is
below 0°C (32°F). If engine oil temperature is extremely
high, the ECM may limit the amount of camshaft
advance due to reduced oil viscosity.
If a fault is detected with a VVT solenoid or CMP sensor, the ECM will cancel solenoid operation on that bank
only; the other bank solenoid will continue to operate.

LOCKING PIN AND ENGAGING HOLE

810JLR170
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SECONDARY AIR INJECTION
Secondary Air Injection (AIR) System is fitted to the vehicle to reduce exhaust emissions to meet Federal Emission
standards. The AIR system comprises:
•

Injection pump

•

Pressure Sensor

•

Injection valve

•

Associated pipes

XF Component Location

AIR VACUUM
RESERVOIR

PCV VALVE
EGR VALVE
GAS TRANSFER
PIPE

AIR
CONTROL VALVE

FULL LOAD
BREATHER

AIR
PRESSURE SENSOR
AIR
SWITCHING VALVE

AIR
PUMP

NP09XF170
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Secondary Air Injection

XK Component Location (XJ Similar)

AIR
HOSE BRACKET
AIR
PRESSURE SENSOR
VACUUM PIPE

AIR
SWITCHING VALVE

AIR TO
EXHAUST MANIFOLD PIPE

AIR
VACUUM RESERVOIR

AIR
INJECTION PUMP

AIR
CONTROL VALVE

810JLR171
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Principles of Operation

Component Description

The AIR pump is used to provide a supply of air into the
exhaust manifolds during the cold start period of the
engine. The AIR cycle lasts for up to 65 seconds. The hot
unburned fuel particles leaving the combustion chamber
mix with the air injected into the exhaust manifolds and
immediately combust.

Secondary Air Injection Pump
The AIR Pump is powered from the vehicle battery by a
dedicated relay and supplies approximately 10 – 15 kg/hr
(22 – 33 lb/hr) of air when the engine is at idle speed and
the ambient temperature is below 20°C (68°F).

This subsequent combustion of the unburned and partially burned carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrocarbon
(HC) particles helps to reduce the emission of these pollutants from the exhaust system. The additional heat
generated in the exhaust manifold also provides rapid
heating of the exhaust system catalytic converters. The
additional oxygen delivered to the catalytic converters
also generates an exothermic reaction, which causes the
catalytic converters to reach their optimum operating
temperature and ‘light off’ quickly.
The catalytic converters only start to provide effective
treatment of emission pollutants when they reach an
operating temperature of approximately 250°C (482°F)
and need to be between temperatures of 400° to 800°C
(752° to 1472°F) for optimum efficiency. Consequently,
the heat produced by the AIR ‘afterburning’ reduces the
time delay before the catalysts reach an efficient operating temperature.
810JLR172

Air is drawn into the AIR Pump through vents in its front
cover and is then passed through a foam filter. The air is
delivered to the exhaust manifold on each side of the
engine through a combination of plastic pipes and stainless steel tubes.
One second after the AIR Pump is energized, the ECM
switches on the AIR switching valve, which opens to
allow vacuum from the AIR Vacuum Reservoir to be
applied to the vacuum-operated AIR Control Valve.
When vacuum is applied to the AIR Control Valve, it
opens to allow the air from the AIR Pump through to the
exhaust manifolds.
When the ECM switches off the AIR Switching Valve,
the vacuum supply to the AIR Control Valve is cut off
and the valve closes to prevent further air being injected
into the exhaust manifolds. With an approximate 5-second delay after as the AIR Switching Valve is closed, the
ECM removes power from the AIR pump relay, and this
in turn stops the AIR Pump from operating.
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Secondary Air Injection

Secondary Air Injection Switching Valve

Secondary Air Injection Control Valve

810JLR173

The ECM switches on the AIR Switching Valve with
1-second delay after initiating AIR Pump operation.
When the AIR Switching Valve is open, a steady vacuum
supply is allowed through to open the vacuum-operated
AIR Control Valve. When the ECM switches off the AIR
Switching Valve, the valve closes and immediately shuts
off the vacuum supply to the AIR Control Valve. The
pump continues to operate for a further 5 seconds for
diagnostic purposes.
When the AIR Switching Valve is switched off, the vacuum supply line opens to atmosphere, and this causes
the AIR Switching Valve to close automatically to prevent any further injection of air.
Vacuum to the AIR Switching Valve is provided from
the intake manifold vacuum by the AIR Vacuum Reservoir. A small-bore vacuum hose provides the vacuum
route between the AIR Vacuum Reservoir and AIR
Switching Valve. A further small-bore vacuum hose is
used to connect the AIR Switching Valve to the AIR
Control Valve.

Technical Training
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Injected air from the AIR Pump is controlled by the AIR
Control Valve. This allows the correct amount of air to
be injected directly into the exhaust manifolds. The AIR
Control Valve prevents exhaust gasses from blowing
back into the AIR Pump.
The AIR Control Valve is assisted in operation by a vacuum source from the AIR Vacuum Reservoir located in
the RH side of the engine bay. This assistance allows the
actuation of the AIR Control Valve independently from
the intake manifold vacuum levels available.
When the pressure in the exhaust system is higher than
in the AIR System, the AIR Control Valve closes the circuit, and this protects the AIR System from exhaust gasses blowing back into the AIR System.
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Secondary Air Injection Reservoir

810JLR175

Secondary Air Injection Pressure Sensor

810JLR176

The AIR Vacuum Reservoir is included in the vacuum
supply line between the intake manifold and the AIR
Switching Valve. The vacuum supply line to the reservoir contains a one-way valve to stop vacuum leaking
back towards the intake manifold side.
The AIR Vacuum Reservoir holds a constant vacuum so
that the AIR Control Valve opens as soon as the AIR
Switching Valve is switched on.

The AIR System is monitored by measuring the system
pressure using the AIR Pressure Sensor at several
instances during its cycle of operation.
The AIR System pressure is measured before operation
of the AIR Pump. The AIR Pump is then switched on
and with a 1-second delay, the AIR Switching Valve is
opened. After a stabilizing period, the system pressure is
measured again, this time by taking the average of a 1second duration of readings, and normalizing for variations in battery voltage and atmospheric pressure. If the
system pressure measured at this time has not raised
enough with respect to the initial AIR pressure reading,
then a fault will be flagged.
A second pressure measurement is made after the
requirement for AIR into the exhaust system has expired,
but continuing on from the same period of AIR Pump
operation, i.e. the pump is left running, against a closed
AIR Switching Valve. This pressure measurement is the
average of a 1-second duration of readings normalized
for variations in battery voltage and atmospheric pressure. If the system pressure measured at this time has not
raised enough or has risen too much with respect to the
system pressure during normal operation, then a fault
will be flagged.
To ensure that the system shuts down, a final pressure reading is taken after the AIR System has been switched off.
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PAN PAG 5.0 Liter

Overview
OVERVIEW

This section will review components and systems unique to the Jaguar 5.0-liter Engine Management System (those
not previously covered in the Components, Monitors, and Systems section) for both Normally Aspirated (NA) and
Supercharged (SC) engines.
• Components and Locations
• Fuel Systems
• Crankcase Ventilation System
• Ignition Coils
• Dual Engine Coolant Temperature (ECT) Sensors
• Air Intake Systems
• Temperature and Manifold Absolute Pressure
• Variable Camshaft Timing
(TMAP) Sensor
• Camshaft Profile Switching
NA Component Location: Part 1 – Front of Engine
IGNITION COIL

MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR

FUEL INJECTOR

THROTTLE BODY
ENGINE
CONTROL MODULE

MASS AIR FLOW
SENSOR

MASS AIR FLOW
SENSOR
CAMSHAFT POSITION
SENSORS

VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING
SOLENOIDS

CAMSHAFT POSITION
SENSORS

OIL LEVEL / TEMPERATURE SENSOR

NP10V8089
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VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING
SOLENOIDS
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NA Component Location: Part 2 – Rear of Engine
INTAKE RUNNER
CONTROL
FUEL RAIL
PRESSURE SENSOR

KNOCK
SENSORS (4)

CAMSHAFT
PROFILE SWITCHING
SOLENOID

ENGINE
COOLANT TEMP.
SENSOR

UPSTREAM
UHEGO

CAMSHAFT
PROFILE SWITCHING
SOLENOID

UPSTREAM
UHEGO

CRANKSHAFT
POSITION SENSOR

DOWNSTREAM
HO2S (2)

NP10V8090
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SC Component Location: Part 1 – Front of Engine
MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR

IGNITION COIL

FUEL INJECTOR

THROTTLE BODY

ENGINE
CONTROL MODULE

MASS AIR FLOW
SENSOR

MASS AIR FLOW
SENSOR
CAMSHAFT POSITION
SENSORS

VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING
SOLENOIDS

CAMSHAFT POSITION
SENSORS

OIL LEVEL / TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

NP10V8091
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SC Component Location: Part 2 – Rear of Engine

TEMPERATURE AND
MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR
FUEL RAIL
PRESSURE SENSOR

KNOCK
SENSORS (4)

ENGINE
COOLANT TEMP.
SENSOR

UPSTREAM
UHEGO

ENGINE
CONTROL MODULE

UPSTREAM
UHEGO

CRANKSHAFT
POSITION SENSOR

DOWNSTREAM
HO2S (2)

NP10V8092
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Overview
Component Location: Part 3 (XJ Shown; all other variants similar)

AMBIENT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

ACCELERATOR PEDAL
POSITION SENSOR

810JLR126
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Crankcase Ventilation

CRANKCASE VENTILATION
The engine emission control system consists of a Positive Crankcase Ventilation (PCV) system with Part and Full Load
Breathers. Piston blow-by gases are drawn through the breathers into the engine air intake and added to the air charge.
NA Crankcase Ventilation System
TWIN POSITIVE CRANKCASE
VENTILATION VALVES

FULL LOAD BREATHER TUBE

PART LOAD BREATHER TUBE

810JLR127

SC Crankcase Ventilation System
TWIN POSITIVE CRANKCASE
VENTILATION VALVES

PART LOAD BREATHER TUBE
FULL LOAD BREATHER TUBE

810JLR128
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Crankcase Ventilation
Part Load Breather

The part load breather consists of an oil separator, two PCV valves, and a flexible hose. The oil separator and the PCV
valves are installed in the top of the RH cylinder head cover. The flexible hose connects the RH cylinder head cover to
the inlet of the intake manifold / supercharger (depending on variant).

FLEXIBLE HOSE
PCV VALVES

OIL SEPARATOR
OIL DRAIN
BAFFLE PLATE

810JLR129

The oil separator is installed in a channel in the top of the
cylinder head cover. A baffle plate, which incorporates
a gas inlet and an oil drain, is installed over the channel.
The two PCV valves are installed on the outside of the
cylinder head cover and connected in parallel in the gas
outlet from the channel to the flexible hose. The PCV
valves prevent reverse flow into the cylinder head cover
when there is minimal depression in the inlet of the
intake manifold / supercharger (depending on variant).

4-8
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Crankcase Ventilation

Full Load Breather
The full load breather consists of an oil separator, a two-way valve, and a flexible hose. The oil separator and the twoway valve are installed in the top of the LH cylinder head cover. The flexible hose connects the LH cylinder head
cover to the LH air duct of the intake air distribution and filtering system.
FLEXIBLE HOSE

TWO-WAY VALVE

OIL SEPARATOR

BAFFLE PLATE

OIL DRAIN

810JLR130

The oil separator is installed in a channel in the top of the
cylinder head cover. A baffle plate, which incorporates
a gas inlet and an oil drain, is installed over the channel.
The two-way valve is installed in the gas outlet from the
channel. The two-way valve prevents reverse flow into
the cylinder head cover when there is minimal depression in the air duct.
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Dual Engine Coolant Temperature Sensors
DUAL ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE SENSORS
There are two identical Engine Coolant Temperature
(ECT) Sensors installed, identified as ECT 1 and ECT 2.
Each sensor is secured with a twist-lock and latch mechanism, and is sealed with an O-ring. A 2-pin electrical connector provides the interface between the sensor and the
engine harness.

ECT 1 is installed in the heater manifold/crossover pipe
between the cylinder heads, at the rear of the RH cylinder head. The input from this sensor is used to monitor
engine operating temperature and share the information
with other systems.
ECT 2 is installed in the lower hose connector attached
to the bottom of the thermostat. The input from this sensor is used for OBD II diagnostics and, in conjunction
with the input from ECT 1, to confirm that the thermostat is functional.
If either sensor fails, the ECM will default to the remaining operational sensor. If both sensors fail, the ECM will
default to a -40°F strategy and the engine will run poorly,
if at all.

ECT Temperature vs. Resistance Values
NP10V8099
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Temperature

Resistance (approx.)

73°F

31.5k

89°F

10.3k

125°F

8.0k

130°F

6.8k

150°F

5.1k

180°F

3.4k

196°F

2.7k

810-JAG: Engine Management and Diagnostics
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Temperature and Manifold Absolute Pressure Sensor

TEMPERATURE AND MANIFOLD ABSOLUTE PRESSURE SENSOR (SC ONLY)
While the Normally Aspirated engine has a single Manifold Absolute Pressure (MAP) Sensor, the Supercharged
engine has two MAP Sensors: one conventional MAP Sensor and a Temperature and Manifold Absolute Pressure
(TMAP) Sensor.
On the Supercharged engine, the MAP Sensor measures
the pressure after the throttle (before the supercharger). The
TMAP Sensor measures the pressure after the intercooler
and uses this to adjust the ignition timing relative to the
boost pressure. The temperature sensor portion allows
the ECM to calculate the air charge density immediately
before it enters the cylinders and to monitor the performance of the charge air coolers.
The TMAP sensor is installed in the rear of the LH intake
manifold.

810JLR132
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Fuel Injection System
FUEL INJECTION SYSTEM
The AJ133 5.0L engine’s Direct Fuel Injection (DFI)
system has been specifically designed to achieve high
standards of durability, combustion performance, and
refinement. Locating the fuel injectors into the cylinder
head and spraying directly into the combustion chamber
requires fuel pressures much higher than the 3 to 4 bar
(44 to 58 psi) of conventional engines.
This, in turn, demands a pair of high pressure (HP) fuel
pumps in addition to a conventional low-pressure fuel
pump mounted in the fuel tank assembly. The HP pumps
are driven by the auxiliary shaft, regulated by the Engine
Management System, and are capable of generating fuel
delivery pressures as high as 150 bar (2176 psi).

4-12
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Safety Precautions
WARNINGS:
•

Do not carry out any repairs to the fuel injection
system with the engine running. The fuel pressure
within the system can be as high as 150 bar (2176
psi). Failure to follow this instruction may result
in personal injury.

•

When a vehicle door is opened, the fuel pump
relay is activated for 3 – 5 seconds to pressurize
the system.

•

Do not begin work on the fuel system until it has
been depressurized. This is achieved by using IDS
to disable the fuel pump and allowing the engine
to run until it stops, while monitoring the fuel rail
pressure using Datalogger to ensure that the fuel
pressure has been depleted.

•

Do not smoke when working on the vehicle.

•

Do not place your hands in the region of suspected leak in the high-pressure fuel system.

810-JAG: Engine Management and Diagnostics
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Fuel Injection System

Fuel Flow
LOW-PRESSURE
FUEL SUPPLY

HIGH-PRESSURE
FUEL INJECTORS

HIGH-PRESSURE
FUEL LINES

HIGH-PRESSURE
FUEL PUMPS

FUEL PUMP
DRIVE SHAFT

NP10V8042
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Low Pressure Fuel System
LOW PRESSURE FUEL SYSTEM

Vehicles equipped with the 5.0L engine use the same fuel tank and pump assembly for both NA and SC variants, with
a fuel filter service interval of 10 years / 150,000 miles (240,000 km). XF/XJ tanks are blow-molded from high density
polyethylene (HDPE). XK/XKR tanks are two-piece (upper and lower) stainless steel pressings. All tanks are saddletype units, with the only internal access through the fuel pump module aperture on the top RH side of the tank. Jet
pump and LH fuel sender assemblies are not serviceable.

XF and XJ Fuel Tank, Lines, and Pump
XF NA/SC Fuel Tank and Lines

DMTL FILTER

ANTI-TRICKLE
VALVE

FUEL FILLER
PIPE

FUEL PUMP
DRIVER MODULE

FUEL PUMP
MODULE ASSEMBLY

FUEL FEED PIPE
CONNECTION

EVAP PIPE
CONNECTION

FUEL TANK

CHARCOAL
CANISTER

FUEL FILLER
HOSE

FUEL VAPOR
VENT VALVE
FUEL FEED
PIPE

EVAP PIPE –
CANISTER TO PURGE VALVE

LOW PRESSURE SENSOR
MANIFOLD

810JLR133
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Low Pressure Fuel System

XJ NA/SC Fuel Tank and Lines

DMTL FILTER

FUEL VAPOR
PIPE

FUEL FILLER
PIPE
FUEL PUMP
DRIVER MODULE

MANIFOLD
LOW PRESSURE SENSOR

CHARCOAL
CANISTER
DMTL
PUMP

FUEL FILLER
HOSE

FUEL VAPOR
VENT VALVE
FUEL TANK

FUEL PUMP
MODULE ASSEMBLY
FUEL FEED PIPE
CONNECTION
TANK SHIELD

FUEL FEED
PIPE

EVAP PIPE
CONNECTION

EVAP PIPE –
CANISTER TO PURGE VALVE

810JLR134
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Low Pressure Fuel System
XF NA/SC Fuel Tank Assembly

SPECIAL TOOL 310-123

CHARCOAL
CANISTER
FUEL PUMP
DRIVER MODULE
EVAP HOSE

VAPOR PRESSURE
CONTROL VALVE

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

DMTL PUMP

EVAP CANISTER TO
PURGE VALVE HOSE

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

LIQUID / VAPOR
SEPARATOR

FUEL FILLER PIPE CONNECTION
AND SPIT-BACK FLAP

MOUNTING FLANGE
FUEL PUMP
MODULE

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT

FUEL SUPPLY
TO ENGINE

LH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT
EVAP CANISTER TO PURGE VALVE
HOSE CONNECTION

10NPJAG079

NOTE: Special tool 310-123 is required to remove fuel
flange assembly to access fuel pump module on both XF
and XJ variants.
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NOTE: The jet pump and fuel level sender on the LH
side are not serviceable. If replacement is required, the
entire fuel tank must be replaced.
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Low Pressure Fuel System

XJ NA/SC Fuel Tank Assembly

CHARCOAL
CANISTER
FUEL PUMP
DRIVER MODULE

EVAP PIPE
EVAP CANISTER TO
PURGE VALVE HOSE

DMTL PUMP

VAPOR PRESSURE
CONTROL VALVE

FUEL FILLER
HOSE

FUEL TANK INLET
CHECK VALVE

FUEL PUMP
MODULE
RH FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR

LIQUID / VAPOR
SEPARATOR

LH SIDE
FUEL PICKUP

LH FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR FLOAT

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FUEL FILTER

FUEL SUPPLY
TO ENGINE
EVAP CANISTER TO
PURGE VALVE PIPE
CONNECTION

RH FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR FLOAT

810JLR135

NOTE: Special tool 310-123 is required to remove fuel
flange assembly to access fuel pump module on both XF
and XJ variants.

Technical Training

NOTE: The jet pump and fuel level sender on the LH
side are not serviceable. If replacement is required, the
entire fuel tank must be replaced.
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Low Pressure Fuel System
Fuel Pump Module (XF NA/SC shown; XJ NA/SC similar)
FLANGE
LOCKING RING AND SEAL

BLANKING CAP
FOR DRAIN CONNECTORS

JET PUMP

PART # C2Z11120
FUEL PUMP
MODULE

FUEL SUPPLY
CONNECTION
ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
LH FUEL TANK DRAIN
CONNECTOR

RH FUEL TANK DRAIN
CONNECTOR

FUEL FILTER
BOWL

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR

FUEL PICK-UP
FILTER
FUEL LEVEL SENSOR FLOAT
NOT USED

PUMP SUPPLY TO
FLANGE CONNECTION
FUEL PICK-UP
FILTER

PRESSURE VENTILATION VALVE

10NPJAG080

Fuel Tank Drain Connectors

Fuel Filter(s)

Two drain connectors, one for each side of the fuel tank,
are located in the mounting flange. Each drains one side
of the tank. One connector extends to the bottom of the
tank and the other connects to the jet pump.

A fine-mesh fuel pickup filter is located on the pump module. This provides filtration of the fuel as it is drawn into
the module. There is a winged filter on the fuel pump for
additional protection. An additional fuel filter with a service interval of 10 years / 150,000 miles (240,000 km) is
integrated into the flange, eliminating the need for an additional filter further downstream in the fuel system.

NOTE: Refer to the appropriate Workshop Manual for
detailed Fuel Tank Draining procedures and precautions.
Do not attempt procedure if replacement blanking caps
are not available.

Pressure Ventilation Valve
The Pressure Ventilation Valve (PVV) is installed in the
pipe between the pump module and the mounting flange
to protect the system from excess pressure. The PVV
releases fuel back into the tank if pressure in the pipe
increases to 7.3 to 8.3 bar (105.9 to 120.4 psi).

4-18
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Low Pressure Fuel System

XK Fuel Tank, Lines, and Pump
XK/XKR Fuel Tank and Lines
FUEL PUMP
DRIVER MODULE

FUEL FILLER PIPE

FUEL TANK

VENT PIPE

LOW PRESSURE
SENSOR
FUEL DELIVERY LINE

10NPJAG081
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Low Pressure Fuel System
XK/XKR Fuel Tank Assembly

VENT CONNECTOR TO
FUEL FILLER PIPE

FUEL FILLER
CHECK VALVE

INTERNAL
VENT PIPES

PRESSURE VENTILATION
VALVE

VENT CONNECTOR
TO EVAP CANISTER

MOUNTING
FLANGE
UPPER
PRESSING

LOWER
PRESSING

LIQUID / VAPOR
SEPARATOR

FUEL PUMP
MODULE
FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR

FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR FLOAT

REMOTE PUMP
HOUSING

BAFFLE PLATE (2)

10NPJAG082

NOTE: The jet pump and fuel level sender on the LH
side are not serviceable. If replacement is required, the
entire fuel tank must be replaced.
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Low Pressure Fuel System

XK/XKR Fuel Pump Module
LH DRAIN
CONNECTOR

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
TO VEHICLE WIRING

RH DRAIN
CONNECTOR

FUEL DELIVERY LINE
CONNECTOR
(w/TRANSPORTATION BLANK)

BLANKING CAP
FOR DRAIN CONNECTORS

FUEL FILTER
BOWL

PART # C2Z11120

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
FROM GROUND POINT
MOUNTING
FLANGE

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
TO VEHICLE WIRING AT FLANGE

ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
TO FLANGE GROUND

FUEL SUPPLY TO
FLANGE
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR
TO LH LEVEL SENSOR
JET PUMP

INLET FROM
PRESSURE VENTILATION
VALVE
RH LEVEL
SENSOR FLOAT

GROUND
POINT

FUEL PICKUP
FILTER

PRESSURE
VENTILATION VALVE
810JLR204

Fuel Tank Drain Connectors
Two drain connectors, one for each side of the fuel tank,
are located in the mounting flange. Each drains one side
of the tank. One connector extends to the bottom of the
tank and the other connects to the jet pump.
NOTE: Refer to the appropriate Workshop Manual for
detailed Fuel Tank Draining procedures and precautions.
Do not attempt procedure if replacement blanking caps
are not available.

Fuel Filter(s)
A 60-micron filter is attached to the fuel pump module
pickup at the base of the housing. A ‘spider trap’ in the
remote pump housing prevents the ingress of larger debris.
The bowl on the underside of the mounting flange

Technical Training

contains a fuel filter element and incorporates the fuel inlet
connector; the mounting flange filters the fuel before it
enters the fuel delivery line. The fuel filter service interval
is 10 years / 150,000 miles (240,000 km); the filter is only
serviceable by replacing the mounting flange.

Pressure Ventilation Valve
The Pressure Ventilation Valve (PVV) is installed in the
pipe between the pump module and the mounting flange
to protect the system from excess pressure. The PVV
releases fuel back into the tank if pressure in the pipe
increases to 7.3 to 8.3 bar (105.9 to 120.4 psi).

810-JAG: Engine Management and Diagnostics
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Low Pressure Fuel System
Fuel Level and Pressure Sensors
Fuel Level Sensors
Two fuel level sensors are installed in either side of the
tank. One is mounted on the fuel pump module the other
is mounted on the carrier in the other side of the fuel
tank. The sensors are a float-operated Magnetic Passive
Position Sensor (MAPPS) which provides a variable
resistance to ground for the output from the fuel gauge.
The sensor is sealed from the fuel to prevent contamination of the contacts, increasing reliability. The fuel level
sensors are connected to the external electrical connector
on the flange via the connector on the underside of the
fuel pump module flange.

MAGNETIC FOIL

RESISTANCE FILM
SPACER

MAGNET

Sensor Operating Principle
The film resistors are arranged in a linear arc with resistance ranging from 51.2¾ (empty) to 992.11¾ (full). The
electrical output signal is proportional to the amount of fuel
in the tank and the position of the float arm. The measured
resistance is processed by the receiving module to implement an anti-slosh function. This monitors the signal and
updates the fuel gauge pointer position at regular intervals,
preventing constant pointer movement caused by fuel
movement in the tank due to cornering or braking.

A warning light is incorporated in the instrument cluster
and illuminates when the fuel level is low.
The fuel level sender signal is converted into a CAN
signal as a direct interpretation of the fuel tank contents.
The ECM uses the CAN message to store additional
OBD ‘P’ Codes for misfire detection when the fuel level
is below a predetermined capacity.

CERAMIC SURFACE

810JLR136

The sensor comprises a series of 51 film resistors
mounted in an arc on a ceramic surface. The resistors are
wired in series with individual contacts. A soft magnetic
foil with 51 flexible contacts is mounted a small distance
above the film resistors. A magnet, located below the
ceramic surface, is attached to the sender unit float arm.
As the float arm moves, the magnet follows the same arc
as the film resistors. The magnet pulls the flexible contacts onto the opposite film resistor contacts forming an
electrical circuit.
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Low Pressure Fuel System

Low Pressure Fuel Pressure Sensor

High Pressure Fuel Pressure Sensor

The low pressure (LP) sensor measures the fuel pressure
in the fuel line from the in-tank fuel pump. The sensor
signal is used by the ECM as feedback for control of the
fuel pump driver module (FPDM), which in turn controls the electronic low pressure fuel pump. This input
is then used to deliver the correct quantity of fuel to the
high-pressure fuel pumps.

The high side fuel pressure sensor provides the ECM
with a continuous fuel rail pressure signal. The sensor
is installed in the rear of the RH fuel rail, screwed into a
threaded boss in the fuel rail. A flylead and 3-pin connector provides the interface with the engine harness.

10NPJAG086

10NPJAG085

Sensor Locations:
• XF LP sensor is located in the rear of the front LH
wheel arch, behind the splash shield.

•
•

The sensor contains a steel diaphragm fitted with strain
gauges. The output is processed by the ECM to derive a
pressure value.

XJ LP sensor is located on top of the fuel tank flange
assembly.
XK LP sensor is located at the front left corner of the
fuel tank.

Technical Training
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Low Pressure Fuel System
Fuel Pump Driver Module
Operation of the 5.0L low pressure fuel pump is the same
as the 4.2L conventional fuel pump. The pump is regulated
by a Fuel Pump Driver Module (FPDM), located above
the fuel tank adjacent to the EVAP charcoal canister. The
FPDM is controlled by the ECM and regulates fuel flow
and pressure by controlling the operation of the fuel pump
using a Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) output.

The FPDM supplies power to the fuel pump and adjusts
the power to control the speed of the fuel pump and thus
the pressure and flow in the fuel delivery line.
A PWM signal from the ECM tells the FPDM the
required speed for the fuel pump. The ‘on’ time of the
PWM signal represents half the fuel pump speed. For
example, if the PWM signal has an ‘on’ time of 50%, the
FPDM drives the pump at 100%.
The FPDM will only energize the fuel pump if it
receives a valid PWM signal, with an ‘on’ time of
between 4% and 50%. To switch the fuel pump off, the
ECM transmits a PWM signal with an ‘on’ time of 75%.
The output pressure from the fuel pump will change with
changes in engine demand. The ECM monitors the input
from the LP sensor and adjusts the speed of the fuel
pump as necessary to maintain a nominal output pressure
of 4.5 bar (65.3 psi), except during engine start-up. At
engine start-up the target pressure for the fuel delivery
line is 6.3 bar (91.4 psi).
If the Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) outputs a
crash signal, the fuel pump will be de-energized to prevent any further fuel delivery to the engine.

10NPJAG087

The FPDM is powered by a supply from the fuel pump
relay in the Rear Junction Box (XF/XJ) or Auxiliary
Junction Box (XK). The fuel pump relay is energized
during the following conditions:
• Opening of the driver’s door when the ignition is off
• Pressing the start button only
• Pressing the start button and the brake pedal (which
initiates engine cranking).

4-24
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If the ECM does not detect pressure in the fuel delivery
line, the ECM stores the appropriate DTC generated by
the FPDM.
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High Pressure Fuel System

HIGH PRESSURE FUEL SYSTEM
To obtain the required fuel pressure for a direct injection
system, additional high-pressure fuel pumps are required.
The high-pressure pumps have three functions:
• Pressurized fuel
• Demand-controlled delivery
• Limited system pressure to ensure limp-home operation mode

The two identical high-pressure (HP) fuel pumps are
mechanically-driven and installed on the RH side of the
engine sump body, behind the generator. The LP fuel
delivery line from the fuel tank connects directly to the
HP fuel pumps.

CRANKSHAFT

ACOUSTIC
COVER

AUXILIARY
DRIVE CHAIN
AUXILIARY SHAFT

TAPPET
HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
10NPJAG089

The front HP fuel pump is identified as the #1 pump; the
rear pump is identified as the #2 pump. An acoustic cover
is installed on each of the HP fuel pumps to reduce noise.

Technical Training

NOTE: The acoustic covers must be refitted after
service.
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High Pressure Fuel System
The HP fuel pumps are single-plunger pumps. The
plunger of each pump extends through the sump body
and the carrier of the auxiliary camshaft. A tappet on the
end each plunger is operated by a two-lobe cam on the
auxiliary camshaft. A spring installed on the outside of
the plunger ensures that the plunger and tappet remain in
contact with the cam.
The auxiliary camshaft is driven by the crankshaft at
engine speed, via the auxiliary drive chain. The auxiliary
camshaft is timed to match the pump delivery strokes
with crankshaft position.
NOTE: For specific mechanical pump timing and service precautions please refer to NP10V8-JLR and/or the
appropriate Workshop Manual.
The start-up fuel pressure of 150 bar (2176 psi) is instantaneous on cranking and is mapped within the ECM.

High Pressure Pump Operation
The damper chamber absorbs pressure pulses from the
plunger when the fuel metering valve is open at the start
of the delivery stroke.
The fuel metering valve is a normally-open solenoid
valve controlled by the ECM, and regulates the output
pressure from the HP fuel pump. During the inlet stroke
of the plunger, the fuel metering valve is de-energized,
which allows LP fuel into the pumping chamber. The
ECM energizes the valve closed during the delivery
stroke of the plunger, which forces the fuel in the pumping chamber through the check valve into the HP lines.
By changing the closing point of the fuel metering valve,
the ECM can determine the volume of fuel output during
the delivery stroke, and thus the pressure in the HP side
of the system.

Specification (Fuel Metering Valve)

Function

Resistance

0.47 ohms

Min Voltage

10.8V

Max Voltage

18.0V

Pin 1

Power

Pin 2

Ground

Safety Precautions

WARNING: The fuel system operates at a maximum nominal pressure of 150 bar (2176 psi). Do
not begin work on the fuel system without consulting the Workshop Manual.
CAUTION: Do not test the functionality of the
fuel metering valve by connecting directly to a
power source, as there is a danger of major damage. The fuel metering valve has very low resistance; if connected directly to a power source (a
battery, for example), it will be destroyed.
CAUTION: Great care must be taken when refitting the high-pressure pumps. The fuel pump
fasteners MUST be tightened evenly. Failure to
follow the set procedure will result in the mounting flange being stressed, which will lead to failure
of the pump. Always use correct fasteners.
NOTE: The high-pressure pumps are noisy in operation. The noise is more pronounced when starting from
cold; this is normal and does not require any action. To
avoid unnecessary noise being transmitted, the pumps
are equipped with covers, which must always be refitted
correctly if removed.

The check valve prevents the return of HP fuel to the
pumping chamber during the inlet stroke of the plunger.
The Pressure Relief Valve (PRV) protects the HP side of
the system from excessive pressure if there is a failure
of the fuel metering valve. If the pump delivery pressure
increases to 195 – 204 bar (2828 – 2959 psi), the PRV
opens and returns fuel to the inlet side of the plunger.
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High Pressure Fuel System
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Direct Injection Fuel Injectors
The nominal maximum operating pressure of the DFI
system is 150 bar (2176 psi) absolute fuel pressure. The
injectors deliver the fuel mass directly to the combustion
chamber. The fuel rail and fuel injectors have built-in
non-serviceable filters.
The fuel injectors are wire-wound solenoids with 6 distribution holes; 2 holes distribute fuel below the spark
plug and 4 holes distribute fuel to the combustion chamber. Injectors are energized by activation of two-stage
power switched ‘Peak and Hold’ drive transistors in the
ECM, which means that the switching circuit is modulated rapidly during the pulse width period.
The initial trigger signal is approximately 65V. Once
the boost current of 11A is reached, the power supply is
switched to battery voltage. The injector resistance value is
a very low (1.5¾); the load protection for the ECM power
drivers is maintained by the modulating the power supply.
Failure Modes
• Failed Teflon seal – major exhaust gas leakage

•
•

Injector deposit buildup
Injected fuel mass variability
810JLR200

Failure Symptoms
• Unstable idle

•
•

Poor NVH characteristics
Poor emission performance
Specification

FUEL
PASSAGEWAY

Function

Power Source

65V ± 0.2V ECM 2-stage power supply

Resistance

1.5 ohms ± 5 percent

Booster current

11A

Holding current

2.5A

Pin 1

Supply (Positive Polarity)

Pin 2

Ground

INJECTOR
BODY

ELECTROMAGNETIC
COIL

RETURN
SPRING

NEEDLE
VALVE
DIFFUSER
NOZZLE

‘O’ RING

NP10V8126
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High Pressure Fuel System

Peak and Hold Injector Waveform

T

T

100%

Trigger Channel 1 Rising 13.57V 4.1ms

810JLR137

Safety Precautions
WARNING: The fuel system on both NA and SC
engines operates at a maximum nominal pressure of 150 bar (2176 psi). Do not begin work on
the fuel system without consulting the Workshop
Manual.

RETAINING CLIP

‘O’ RING

CAUTIONS:
•

It is mandatory for the Teflon seals to be replaced
if the injector is removed from the engine. The
Teflon seals are part of the injector sealing to the
combustion system.

•

Do not contaminate the Teflon seals with oil. Do
not use oil and grease to aid the assembly of the
injectors to the engine.

•

Always clean injector bores before fitting fuel
injectors.

•

Do not tamper with the electrical connections, as
the voltage will reach 65V during operation and
has a high current requirement.

Technical Training

Injector Refit Kit

TEFLON SEALS
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Fuel Injection Firing
Condition

Degrees (approx.)

Part load

270° – 300° BTDC

Full load

360° BTDC

For the majority of the part load operation, injection timing
is between 290° and 300° BTDC, approximately one-third
into the intake stroke. Any earlier and too much fuel is
deposited on to the cylinder, resulting in increased smoke
production. If the timing is any later, less time is available
for mixing, which ultimately will result in higher emissions
and poorer combustion efficiency.
For full load operation the basic behavior is similar, however, there are two additional considerations:
• There is the additional requirement to phase the timing
to maximize volumetric efficiency and minimize knock
sensitivity – at low speeds this generally results in the
start-of-injection timings similar to that above
• As engine speed increases, the time to complete
mixing dominates above all other requirements so
that the start-of-injection timing has to move earlier.
At peak power, the NA engine has a start-of-injection
timing of 360° BTDC (on compression stroke); for
SC, it is even earlier – around 400° BTDC
The fully mapped strategy is ECM controlled, depending on:
• Engine temperature
• Engine load
• Throttle position
• Engine speed
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IGNITION COILS
The ignition coil operates according to the laws of
induction. The unit consists of two magneticallycoupled copper coils (primary and secondary windings). The coil has a 3-pin connector and incorporates an internal switching module.

Radio Frequency Interference Suppressor

NP10V8110

The radio frequency interference (RFI) suppressor is
mounted on the harness carrier bracket on at the upper
rear of the engine.
Safety Precautions

WARNING: Ignition coils generate high voltages
that can cause personal injury. Appropriate safety
instructions on handling high voltages must be
observed.
CAUTIONS:
NP10V8109

•

The spark plugs fitted are critical to the performance of the ignition and misfire detection
systems. No attempt should be made to ‘clean’
or ‘gap’ these spark plugs. They are very reliable and unlikely to cause problems. If a faulty
spark plug is suspected, try substituting it before
condemning it. It is essential that only factory
approved spark plugs be used in service. DO
NOT attempt to use ‘equivalent’ spark plugs,
even if they are of a similar design. Use of unapproved spark plugs will cause the misfire detection system to malfunction and erroneously store
misfire faults.

•

To avoid damage to the insulator, always use the
correct specified spark plugs and correct plug
removal/refit plug socket.

Energy is stored in the primary winding’s magnetic field
by allowing a current to flow through the primary circuit
switched by the switching module.
At the firing point the current flow is interrupted by the
ECM, which induces secondary voltage in the coil’s
secondary winding.
The secondary circuit has a diode on the ground side in
order to reduce any undesired switch-on voltage, which
could lead to misfiring into the intake manifold to an
uncritical value.
The switching module will limit the primary current to
a maximum value. It also limits the maximum primary
voltage by voltage clamping. This protects the switching
module and (along with other parameters) determines the
maximum possible secondary voltage.
NOTE: A single capacitor is used in the engine harness
to suppress interference from the ignition coil power
supply.
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AIR INTAKE SYSTEM
There are two rigid injection-molded air cleaner housings located inside the engine compartment. A clean air
duct then passes the filtered air over the Mass Air Flow
(MAF) Sensor, through the electronic throttle and up to
the intake manifold where it is distributed to the individual cylinders.
The clean air duct of the Normally Aspirated (NA)
engine features a noise feedback tube and diaphragm
device to enhance engine sound quality. A symposer
system is mounted on the rear of the Supercharged (SC)
engine and is connected directly to the RH intake manifold to enhance engine sound quality.
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Variable Intake System (NA Vehicles)
The Variable Intake System (VIS) changes the length of
the intake runner tracts in the intake manifold to improve
the air flow to the cylinders, which improves engine
power and torque.
A cassette in the intake manifold contains eight flap
valves, each located in an opening part way along one
of the tracts. Two drive shafts connect the flap valves
together in two groups of four. Each drive shaft is connected to a pneumatic actuator installed on the cover
plate of the intake manifold.
A tuning valve, also installed on the cover plate, controls
the application of vacuum pressure to the pneumatic
actuators. The tuning valve is a normally-closed solenoid-operated valve installed in the vacuum line between
the cover plate and the pneumatic actuators. A vent cap
on the tuning valve allows atmospheric pressure into the
vacuum line to the pneumatic actuators when the tuning
valve is closed.

810-JAG: Engine Management and Diagnostics
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Air Intake System

FLAP VALVE
COVER PLATE
DRIVE SHAFTS
VACUUM HOSES

LH PNEUMATIC
ACTUATOR

CASSETTE

VACUUM
CONNECTOR

VENT CAP
RH PNEUMATIC
ACTUATOR

NOISE FEEDBACK TUBE

ELECTRICAL
CONNECTOR
TUNING VALVE
810JLR138
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The flap valves can be set to one of two positions, to
produce short or long intake tracts in the intake manifold.
Long intake tracts are produced with the flap valves
closed. Short intake tracts are produced with the flap
valves open. The flap valves are closed at engine speeds
up to 4700 rpm and open at engine speeds of 4700 rpm
and above, with a hysteresis of 50 rpm.
The tuning valve receives a power feed from the EMS
relay in the Engine Junction Box, and is connected to
ground through the ECM. To close the flap valves, the
ECM connects the tuning valve to ground. The energized

tuning valve blanks off the atmospheric vent and opens
the vacuum line between the cover plate and the pneumatic actuators. The depression in the intake manifold is
sensed at the pneumatic actuators, which turn the drive
shafts and move the flap valves to the closed position.
To open the flap valves, the ECM disconnects the ground
connection and the tuning valve is de-energized closed.
Atmospheric pressure is sensed at the pneumatic actuators through the vent cap on the intake manifold tuning
valve and the flap valves move to the open position.

Intake Air Flow

VALVE CLOSED

VALVE OPEN

NP10V8037

Supercharger (SC Vehicles)
The Roots-type supercharger with high helix angle
rotors is used to pump air into the cylinder, which boosts
the density of the air charge to create a more powerful
combustion inside the cylinders. This increases cylinder
pressure upon ignition, resulting in more power.
At closed or partially open throttle positions, the bypass
valve is fully open, allowing a flow of air from the supercharger outlet back to the inlet side. This results in little
or no pressure increase across the supercharger. Progressive opening of the throttle reduces the depression
downstream of the electric throttle. This is sensed by the
pneumatic actuator, which moves to close the bypass
valve. As the bypass valve closes there is a corresponding increase in the outlet pressure from the supercharger,
which increases engine power output.
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Dual MAF Sensors and a MAP sensor provide an input
to the ECM pre-supercharger, and a Temperature and
Manifold Absolute Pressure (TMAP) Sensor provides an
input to the ECM post-supercharger:
• Air mass and temperature is measured before the
throttle
• Manifold pressure is measured after the throttle
• Manifold pressure and temperature are measured
after the charge air cooler
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Supercharger
MAPT SENSOR

SYMPOSER
VACUUM CONNECTOR
STUB
SYMPOSER
INTAKE PIPE CONNECTION

CHARGE AIR COOLER

COOLANT
INLET / OUTLET

OUTLET PORTS
BYPASS VALVE
PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR

INTAKE PORT

EVAP
CONNECTOR STUB

MAP
SENSOR

PART LOAD BREATHER
CONNECTOR STUB

810JLR139

Cooling

Specifications

As the supercharger pumps the air, its temperature
increases. This rise in air temperature reduces the
potential for power gains. By employing water-cooled
charge-air coolers via the radiator and coolant pump, the
air is cooled to increase the charge air density. The supercharger delivers pressurized air to the charge air coolers.
The pressurized cooled air is then fed directly into each
intake port.

•

Technical Training

•
•

Supercharger has a fill-for-life internal lubrication
system
Belt drives the supercharger via the crankshaft at 2.1
engine speed
Operating pressure is 0.8 bar max
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Symposer
At high engine load and speed settings, the noise feedback system generates a sporty, powerful engine sound
in the passenger compartment to enhance the driving
experience. The supercharged noise feedback system
consists of a symposer system, a feedback tube, and
a resonator. Symposers are fitted to all Jaguar Supercharged variants. Activation of the noise feedback system is controlled by the ECM.

The symposer system modifies induction sound waves
of a specific frequency range at given engine settings to
produce the required engine sound.
The symposer system consists of:
• An intake pipe and flange
• A symposer and pneumatic valve assembly
• A tuning valve and associated vacuum tubes
• An outlet pipe
• An outlet adapter

FEEDBACK
DEVICE

MANIFOLD
INTAKE PIPE

SYMPOSER
OUTLET PIPE
VACUUM
ACTUATOR
SYMPOSER BODY
NP10V8040

The intake pipe and flange transfer induction noise
from the RH intake manifold to the symposer. The pipe
is a push-fit on the symposer and the flange, which is
attached to the rear face of the RH intake manifold.
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The symposer contains two pairs of chambers, one pair
on the intake side and one pair on the outlet side. The
intake pipe connects to one of the chambers on the intake
side of the symposer, and the pneumatic valve connects
to one of the chambers on the outlet side of the symposer. A calibrated orifice in the intake pipe connection on
the symposer limits the range of sound waves that pass
through it. A ‘paddle’ installed in a diaphragm forms the
separating wall in each pair of chambers. The paddle is
able to pivot about its lateral axis where it passes through
the wall that separates the two pairs of chambers.
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Pneumatic Valve
The pneumatic valve controls the flow of sound from the symposer outlet. It is a normally-closed valve connected
directly to the outlet of the symposer and operated by vacuum pressure.
INTAKE CHAMBER
(OPEN TO INTAKE PIPE)
INTAKE PIPE
CONNECTION

ISOLATOR

DIAPHRAGM

PADDLE

INTAKE CHAMBER
(SEALED)

OUTLET
CHAMBER

OUTLET CHAMBER
(OPEN TO PNEUMATIC VALVE)
PNEUMATIC VALVE
810JLR140

The tuning valve controls the application of vacuum pressure to the pneumatic valve. The tuning valve is a normally-closed solenoid-operated valve installed in the vacuum
line between a T-connection in the brake vacuum system
and the pneumatic valve. A vent cap on the tuning valve
allows atmospheric pressure into the vacuum line to the
pneumatic valve when the tuning valve is closed.

Technical Training

The outlet pipe carries sound from the pneumatic valve
to the feedback tube via the outlet adapter to the resonator. The resonator directs the sound from the feedback
tube into the passenger compartment. The resonator is
installed in the passenger compartment side of the engine
bulkhead, on two mounting grommets each consisting of
an isolator and a compression limiter.
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CAMSHAFT PROFILE SWITCHING
Overview

The Camshaft Profile Switching (CPS) system for the NA engine features two completely different intake camshaft
profiles machined onto the same camshaft. The engine management system determines which camshaft profile to use,
depending on the engine’s running conditions and driver’s torque demands. One profile is ideal for low-speed/lowload driving; the other, which gives higher valve lift, is better for higher speeds and loads. A two-piece hydraulic tappet
arrangement alters the camshaft profiles.

INTAKE CAMSHAFT

NP10V8056

The intake camshaft features three lobes per valve with
two different profiles, one centrally located for low
valve lifting height and two outer lobes for high valve
lift. These are used by the CPS system to adjust the lift
of the intake valves from 5.5mm to 10.53mm. Profile
switching depends on the instantaneous engine running
conditions and the driver’s torque demands. The exhaust
camshaft is a conventional design featuring a single lobe
per valve, giving a set 9.36mm valve lifting height.
EXHAUST CAMSHAFT
INTAKE CAMSHAFT
NP10V8057
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The tappets for the intake and exhaust camshafts differ
from each other in their design and function. The exhaust
tappets are mechanical with an adjustable valve clearance that is set using graded tappets. The intake camshaft
tappets are hydraulic, which compensates for any wear –
therefore the valve clearance is 0.
EXHAUST CAMSHAFT TAPPET

CPS Operation
Varying the point at which the intake valve opens relative to the point at which the exhaust valve closes can
yield a number of benefits. A high level of overlap (during which the exhaust and intake valves are both open
simultaneously) encourages good cylinder charging at
high engine loads as the incoming rush of air purges the
cylinder of any residual exhaust gas.
While high overlap is good at high engine loads, the
minimal cylinder charge and high intake vacuum at very
low loads can lead to poor and unpredictable cylinder
charging, as exhaust back-pressure means the cylinder will find it much easier to charge from the exhaust
manifold than the intake system. This causes combustion instability, which manifests itself as uneven idle and
hesitation under very light load conditions.

INTAKE CPS TAPPET

NP10V8058

The intake tappets also feature a two-piece design which
allows switching between the two intake valve lifting
heights using an internal tappet locking mechanism.
Hydraulic Intake Tappet
INNER TAPPET
OUTER
LOCKING PIN

ANTI-ROTATION
LUG

CPS FUNCTION
OIL INLET

OUTER TAPPET
RETURN SPRING
810JLR046
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INNER LOCKING PIN
WITH RETURN SPRING

OUTER
TAPPET

At moderate loads, overlap is beneficial, though for different reasons. Although the lower gas velocity eliminates any tendency for the incoming rush of charge air
to purge the cylinder, the modest charge volumes and
reduced manifold depression mean that a small volume
of exhaust gas is drawn back into the cylinder. However,
higher intake gas speeds ensure good mixing of this
exhaust gas with the fresh charge, so combustion stability is not jeopardized.
This effect, known as internal exhaust gas recirculation
(EGR), actually improves both the volumetric efficiency
of the engine by reducing the work the engine has to do
pumping a fresh air charge into the cylinder as well as its
part-load emissions performance because the exhaust gas is
inert, and does not interfere with the combustion process.
This conflict between low load stability and high power
output means engines with fixed valve timing must
operate compromised valve timing. This compromise
attempts to balance the need for smooth and refined idle
performance (demanding little or no overlap) with good
high speed power and torque output (requiring significant overlap).

HYDRAULIC
VALVE ADJUSTMENT
OIL INLET
HYDRAULIC
VALVE ADJUSTMENT UNIT
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The 5.0-liter V8 engine overcomes the need for compromise in two ways:
• The intake and exhaust camshafts are equipped
• Using the CPS system, the engine can choose between
with a continuous Variable Camshaft Timing (VCT)
two completely different camshaft profiles that vary not
mechanism. The point at which the intake valve
only valve lift (between 5.5 and 10.53mm), but also the
begins to open can be altered by up to 62° of crank
overall opening period of the intake valve over a range
rotation. The point at which the exhaust valve begins
of approximately 175° to 310°. This capability provides
to open can be altered by up to 50° of crank rotation.
exceptional control over intake valve operation and
yields significant benefits in both engine response and
fuel efficiency.

LOW LIFT OPERATION

HIGH LIFT OPERATION

NP10V8060

The CPS system controls the lifting height of the intake valves. At engine speeds from idle up to the range of 2,800
– 4,825 rpm (load dependent), the intake valves have a lifting height of 5.5mm. At speeds and loads outside of this
range, the high lift cam (10.53mm) is used.
Lifting Height

Valve Opens

Valve Closes

Intake – 5.5 mm lifting height

27° BTDC to 35° ATDC

187° ATDC to 249° ATDC

Intake – 10.53 mm lifting height

37° BTDC to 25° ATDC

213° ATDC to 275° ATDC

Exhaust – 9.36 mm lifting height

244° BTDC or 194° BTDC

6° ATDC to 56° ATDC

NOTE: BTDC = Before Top Dead Center; ATDC = After Top Dead Center
When the CPS system is used in combination with the
VCT function it is possible to control the cylinders’ incoming air quantity in such a way as to optimize cylinder filling
and apply the throttle as normal. The use of CPS and VCT
allows larger than usual throttle openings during warm-up
to gain heat from the exhaust and, hence, catalyst light-off.
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At low engine speeds from idle up to the range of 2,800 – 4,825 rpm (load dependent), the center and outer sections
of the tappet are not linked. Only the centrally located lobe on the camshaft acting on the center section of the tappet
opens the valve. The outer camshaft lobes act on the outer section of the tappet, compressing the return spring ensuring
the tappet is always in contact with the camshaft, but none of this movement is transferred to the valve, giving a valve
lift height of only 5.5mm.
LOW LIFT OPERATION
INNER TAPPET
(HYDRAULIC)

OUTER TAPPET

INTAKE CAMSHAFT

HIGH LIFT OPERATION
OUTER
LOCKING PIN

INNER
CAMSHAFT LOBES
(LOW LIFT)

VALVE SPRING

OUTER
CAMSHAFT LOBES
(HIGH LIFT)

LOCKING PIN
OIL PRESSURE INTAKE

INNER
LOCKING PIN
OUTER TAPPET
LOST MOTION SPRING

NP10V8061

At engine speeds and loads outside of this range, the
center and the outer sections of the tappet are joined by
two hydraulically-controlled locking pins. The tappet
has an anti-rotation lug to maintain alignment of the oil
passages. The movement of the outer camshaft lobes is
now transferred from the outer tappet section through the
locking pins to the center tappet section, giving a valve
lift of 10.53mm.

To ensure that the switch from low lift (5.5 mm) to high
lift (10.53 mm) is seamless, the switching speed is loaddependent to ensure that the volumetric efficiency of
the engine is the same for low and high lift. Switching
is only enabled at oil temperature above 20°C (calculated internally in the ECM). An engine speed limit of
5000 rpm is imposed in low lift (e.g., at oil temperatures
below 20°C).

NOTE: Switching of all intake valves occurs within one
complete camshaft revolution only when each tappet is
in contact with the base circle of the camshaft lobes and
the valves are closed.
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Camshaft Profile Switching Solenoids

The two CPS solenoids are located at each end of the cylinder head, adjacent to the intake camshaft.

CPS SOLENOIDS

NP10V8062

The CPS solenoids control the supply of oil pressure to
the hydraulic tappet locking pins, allowing the camshaft
profile to be changed to adjust the intake valve lifting
height from 5.5 mm to 10.53mm.
The CPS solenoids receive a fused battery supply from
the main relay. The ECM provides a ground for the solenoid, which actuates a valve within the solenoid allowing oil pressure to adjust the camshaft profile.
The ECM can diagnose the operation of the CPS solenoids and store fault related codes. The ECM monitors
operation of the tappets by activating each bank while
monitoring upstream O2 sensor current changes.

NP10V8063

NOTE: If the CPS solenoids fail, high valve lift is disabled.
Specification

Function

Operating voltage

10.5 to 15V
(normal: 13.5 ± 0.5V)

Supply current

0.8 to 1.85A

Functionality

On/Off

Resistance

8.5 ohms ± 0.5 ohms

Movement of magnetic valve

2mm
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VARIABLE CAMSHAFT TIMING
Overview
The camshaft torque-actuated, dual independent Variable Camshaft Timing (VCT) system constantly controls camshaft timing to deliver optimum power, efficiency, and emissions. With dual independent camshaft phasing, the intake
and exhaust camshafts can be phased independently of each other.

INTAKE CAMSHAFT
POSITION SENSOR

INTAKE VCT SOLENOID

EXHAUST CAMSHAFT
POSITION SENSOR
EXHAUST VCT SOLENOID
NP10V8064

The chain-driven camshaft timing units are mounted on
the end of each camshaft, and advance or retard the camshaft timing to thereby alter the camshaft-to-crankshaft
phasing. The control solenoids act on hydraulic control
valves within each VCT unit to control angular position
using camshaft torsional energy to alter the phase. This
provides the most flexible method of camshaft phasing,
allowing the overlap of exhaust valve closure and intake
valve opening to be varied.

VCT UNIT

VCT SOLENOID
NP10V8067
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Variable Camshaft Timing Unit – Exploded View
VCT UNIT

FILTER

BOLTS

CAMSHAFT

INNER PLATE
SPROCKET

ROTOR ASSEMBLY
OUTER PLATE

REED PLATE
SPRING

SCREWS
CENTER PLATE AND
BIAS SPRING
SNAP RING

SPRING AND
LOCKING PIN
SPOOL VALVE

DOWEL PIN
SNAP RING

RELUCTOR RING
SPRING AND
TIP SEAL

SPRING AND
TIP SEAL
NP10V8117

CAUTION: Do not reuse the VCT units if they
have been subjected to an impact (such as being
dropped on the floor).
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Camshaft torque-actuated VCT technology uses camshaft torsional energy generated by the camshaft lobes
acting against the valve springs and inertia of the valve
train components to phase the camshafts, rather than
using oil pressure generated by the oil pump. Angular phasing is achieved by the internal transfer of oil
between the chambers of the phaser, via check valves,
controlled by a hydraulic control valve – in essence a
controlled hydraulic ratchet device. As a result, camshaft
torque-actuated VCT technology has a much lower oil
demand than that of oil-pressure actuated VCT units
(approximately 15%). The reduction in oil demand
allows the engine oil pump capacity to be reduced,
resulting in fuel economy benefits.
As camshaft torque-actuated VCT technology is not
reliant on engine oil pressure to phase the camshafts,
response rates at low engine speeds and high temperatures – where engine oil pressure is typically low – is significantly improved. This translates to improved transient
performance and response (performance feel).
Camshaft Torsional Energy (for a Single Valve Event)
VALVE
OPENING

PEAK
LIFT

VALVE
CLOSING

VCT Operation
The required position of each camshaft is controlled in
closed-loop from the ECM, by actuation of a variable
force solenoid against the VCT hydraulic control valve at
the front of each unit, with reference to signals from the
four camshaft position (CMP) sensors and the crankshaft
position (CKP) sensor.
The VCT solenoid force is controlled with a pulse width
modulated (PWM) duty cycle at battery voltage. When
the VCT solenoid is not energized, the phaser pintle is
fully extracted (via spring force), locking the camshaft in
the base timing position.
The intake camshafts will be in full retard and the exhaust
camshafts will be in full advance. Under operation, the
intake camshafts can advance 62° crankshaft angle; the
exhaust camshafts can retard 50° crankshaft angle.
To hold the camshafts in any other position other than
the base timing lock position, the ECM partially energizes the solenoids – holding them in the ‘null’ position. To
retard the intake camshafts, the opposite is true, where
the VCT solenoid is powered with a lower duty cycle
and then returns to the null position once the target angle
is reached.
The exhaust camshafts operate in the opposite manner
to the intake camshafts, where the solenoid is energized
to retard the exhaust camshafts and underpowered to
advance the camshafts.

Inertia
Effects
Inertia Effects
from
Mass
from Rotating
Rotating Mass

CAMSHAFT TORQUE (Nm)

Force
Force Caused
Caused
by
by Valve
Valve Spring
Spring
Bias
Bias Torque
Torque
from
from Friction
Friction

40
40

60

80

100

120

140

160

180

200

CAMSHAFT ROTATION ( ° )

1000 rpm

4000 rpm

7000 rpm
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The control from the ‘null’ position is exponential,
whereby the camshafts will advance or retard at a faster
rate with a duty cycle displacing the pintle further from
the ‘null’ position.

Oil Recirculation

RETARD

The major components within the system are:
• A single-source oil feed via a camshaft bearing
through the camshaft to the VCT
• An inlet check valve to the VCT
• A common passage that always communicates with
the center of the control valve and leads to the highpressure check valves for the advance and retard
hydraulic chambers
• A control valve that is used to control the direction and
rate of oil flow from one hydraulic chamber to another
and a mechanical spring loaded locking pin that is
released on command by hydraulic oil pressure
The oil supplied to the VCT is necessary to fill the VCT
initially and then supply a continuous amount of oil to
replenish any oil that leaks back from the VCT.

ADVANCE

HYDRAULIC CONTROL SYSTEM

NP10V8065

NOTE: By supplying source oil to both chambers via a
common passage the force, due to oil pressure, is balanced
on opposing sides of the vane. Therefore oil pressure does
not cause the rotor to move relative to the housing.
After the initial filling the VCT is ready to actuate and
control.
The first function of the control valve as it moves to the
right is to selectively apply source oil pressure to the locking pin on command. In this control valve position, the
locking pin has been commanded to release but the control
valve has not reached the position where the VCT is being
commanded to move yet. Therefore no force bias is applied
to the VCT before releasing the locking pin.
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Camshaft Advance

Camshaft Retard

The camshaft torque-actuated VCT uses the camshaft
torque energy to move while recirculating the oil within
the VCT from one chamber to the other chamber. The
control valve will continue to move to the right and open
an exhaust port from the retard chamber to the common
passage. During each valve-closing event, when negative camshaft torques are generated, the oil in the retard
chamber is pressurized. By opening the exhaust port
during valve closing events, oil is allowed to flow from
the retard chamber, through the common passage past
the advance chamber check valve, to the advance chamber via. The VCT advances an incremental amount with
each valve-closing event. During valve-opening events,
the advance chamber will be pressurized but no flow
will occur because the advance chamber check valve is
closed while the control valve has the advance chamber
exhaust port blocked.

The VCT retards during valve-opening events by moving the control to the left and opening the exhaust port
from the advance chamber. The VCT moves to retard
with each valve-closing event and holds position during the valve-opening events. Since this VCT is operated under closed loop control motion, the VCT can be
stopped at any moment and in any position by returning
the control valve to the centered or null position. Even
though there is pressure in both chambers from the positive and negative camshaft torque energy, the VCT is
not moving because all exhaust ports from the hydraulic
chambers are blocked by the high-pressure check valves
and the centered control valve.

As a result, with each valve-closing event, oil from the
retard chamber flows to the advance chamber, causing the
VCT to advance. During the valve opening events when
the camshaft torque is positive, the VCT holds position.
The control valve not only controls the direction of flow
but also controls the rate of flow from one chamber to
the other chamber by means of a variable size opening at
the exhaust port.
NOTE: When VCT reaches the advance stop, the control valve returns to the null or centered position.

Technical Training

When the VCT is commanded to move to the fully
retarded position, the control valve moves to the left. At
the end of the VCT travel, the mechanical locking pin
will align with its receiver and engage. The locking pin is
allowed to engage because the control valve, when in the
extreme left position, simultaneously blocks source oil
pressure from reaching the locking pin and opens a vent
to allow the oil in the locking pin passage to vent.
This is the default position for the VCT, which can occur
by command, or can occur as a failsafe mode if power
to the VCT control system is lost. This event can occur
in less than 300ms from any phase position and at any
engine speed.
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RETARD

ECM

UNLOCKED POSITION

VCT SOLENOID

MAIN
OIL GALLERY
NP10V8088

The VCT solenoid is powered directly from V battery (Pin 2) through the ECM controlled relay, with a low side driver
in the ECM connected to Pin 1 on the VCT solenoid.
Safety Precautions

WARNING: The VCT solenoids are heat generators, and can reach high temperatures.
Failure Modes
• VCT Solenoid Stuck

•
•

VCT Phaser Stuck
One or both CMP Sensor signals lost

Failure Symptoms
• No VCT Control
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OVERVIEW
This section will review components and systems unique to the Jaguar 3.0-liter Engine Management System (those
not previously covered in the Components, Monitors, and Systems section).
•

Components and Locations

•

Variable Intake System

•

Fuel Systems

•

Variable Valve Timing

•

Engine Ignition

Component Location
KNOCK SENSORS
THROTTLE POSITION
SENSOR

ENGINE COOLANT TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

VARIABLE
CAMSHAFT TIMING
SOLENOID
OIL PRESSURE
SWITCH

OIL TEMPERATURE
SENSOR

CAMSHAFT POSITION
SENSOR

CRANKSHAFT POSITION
SENSOR

FUEL PRESSURE SENSOR

810JLR190
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Electronic Returnless Fuel System

ELECTRONIC RETURNLESS FUEL SYSTEM
S-TYPE Fuel Tank, Pump, and Lines
The saddle-type fuel tank is blow-molded High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) plastic. The tank is a sealed unit with
the only internal access being through the fuel pump module and transfer pump module flange apertures on the top of
the tank.

FILLER PIPE
BREATHER HOSE
SPECIAL TOOL 310-146

FUEL VAPOR
PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
CHARCOAL
CANISTER

EVAP HOSE
FUEL VAPOR
PRESSURE CONTROL VALVE
FUEL VAPOR
VALVE

FUEL TRANSFER PUMP

RH FINE MESH
FILTER / PICK-UP

FUEL PUMP MODULE
810JLR154

Technical Training

LH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT
LH FINE MESH
FILTER / PICK-UP
INTERNAL
FUEL TRANSFER PIPES
JET PUMP
RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT
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EVAP CANISTER TO
PURGE VALVE PIPE
FUEL SUPPLY
TO ENGINE
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Fuel Pump Module
The fuel pump module is mounted on a bayonet fitting at
the base of the fuel tank and locks into position by rotating
the module clockwise into the bayonet. The module comprises the fuel pump, the RH jet pump, the pump inlet filter, a second fine mesh filter which mounts into the carrier,
and a Parallel Pressure Relief Valve (PPRV). The individual assembly components are not available separately.

FUEL LEVEL
SENSOR

MESH FILTER

FUEL PUMP
MODULE

FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
FLOAT
810JLR179
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Electronic Returnless Fuel System

X-TYPE Fuel Tank, Pump, and Lines

PRESSURE
TRANSDUCER

INLET
CHECK VALVE

ROLL-OVER
VALVE

FUEL DELIVERY
SHUT-OFF VALVE

SENDER AND
PUMP ASSEMBLY
ROLL-OVER
VALVE

SENDER AND
FUEL TRANSFER MODULE

810JLR191

NOTE: X-TYPE vehicles were not equipped with a
DMTL System.
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Fuel Delivery
Fuel delivery volume and pressure are supplied from a
single in-tank variable-speed pump and controlled by the
ECM in a closed loop. The fuel pump drive is supplied
by the Rear Electronic Module (REM) for S-TYPE and
a separate Fuel Pump Driver Module (FPDM) on XTYPE; both receive a request signal from the ECM.

S-TYPE Architecture
There are two fuel pump power supplies to the REM.
Battery voltage is supplied to the feed side of the pump
by the REM via the fuel pump relay, which is activated
by the ECM. Battery voltage is supplied to the REM’s
fuel pump grounding transistor via the inertia switch.
The ECM requests fuel pump operation by sending a
hardwired 250Hz fixed frequency PWM signal to the
REM, varying the signal duty cycle between 4 – 50% to
control the fuel delivery rate. The REM will double the
request signal and apply that duty cycle to the ground
side of the pump, increasing and decreasing the pump
speed and, subsequently, the fuel pressure. The SCP network is used for diagnostics and feedback control.

X-TYPE Architecture
Fuel delivery volume and pressure are supplied by a single
in-tank variable speed pump, but power for both the pump
feed and PWM ground drive are controlled by a remote
fuel pump control module via the fuel pump relay.
The ECM requests fuel pump operation by sending a
hardwired 250Hz fixed frequency PWM signal to the
fuel pump module, varying the signal duty cycle
between 4 – 50% to control the fuel delivery rate. The
fuel pump module will double the request signal and
apply that duty cycle to the ground side of the pump,
increasing and decreasing the pump speed and, subsequently, the fuel pressure. A separate hardwire to the
ECM is used for diagnostics and feedback control.

ECM Fuel Pump Requests
Fuel pump commands issued by the ECM are half of the
control module’s duty cycle. If the fuel pump module
receives a 30% request signal, it will respond with a 60%
drive signal. A 75% signal from the ECM is a fuel shutoff request.

The fuel pump will operate for 2 seconds when the ignition
is turned on and will turn off if engine RPM is not detected.

FUEL PUMP REQUEST FROM THE ECM

810JLR156
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Jet Pumps
Fuel level is maintained in the two fuel tank compartments by circulating the fuel through internal cross-over
lines fitted with fixed jet pumps into surge pots. Highpressure fuel from the pump is directed through the jet
pumps’ orifices, creating a low pressure area which
draws fuel from the bottom of the surge pots and directing the fuel back into the opposing compartment.

Fuel is sent from the tank to the fuel injector rail via a
parallel Pressure Relief Valve, which contains two opposite-facing spring-loaded check valves. One valve opens
at 0.2 psi and allows fuel to flow into the fuel delivery
pipe. The other valve is used to maintain engine-off fuel
rail pressure, but will open at 60 psi to allow pressurized
fuel to return to the tank.

Fuel Delivery
LH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

RH FUEL LEVEL SENSOR
AND FUEL PUMP
ELECTRICAL CONNECTOR

FUEL INJECTORS
FUEL FILTER

FUEL RAIL

LOW PRESSURE
CROSSOVER LINE

RH FUEL COMPARTMENT

LH FUEL COMPARTMENT

HIGH PRESSURE
CROSSOVER LINE

FUEL DELIVERY PIPE

PARALLEL PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE

FUEL PUMP
JET PUMP

FUEL LEVEL
SENSORS

JET PUMP
FUEL PUMP
MODULE

810JLR203

NOTE: Fuel rail pressure will begin to slowly
decrease after the engine is shut off. This is normal
and not a malfunction.
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FUEL CHARGING AND CONTROLS
Component Description
Fuel delivery and control are monitored by a Fuel Rail Pressure Sensor and an Injection Pressure Sensor.

Fuel Rail Temperature Sensor

Injection Pressure Sensor

The fuel rail temperature sensor is fitted on the rear of
the RH bank (Bank A) fuel rail.

The Injection Pressure (IP) Sensor, also known as a
fuel rail pressure sensor, is mounted to the end of the
fuel rail (for fuel pressure sensing) and has an intake
manifold vacuum line port to compensate for
changes in manifold vacuum.

810JLR160

The temperature sensor is a Negative Temperature Coefficient (NTC) thermistor, which is used to signal fuel rail
temperature to the ECM. Fuel pump pressure is adjusted
to prevent fuel vaporization and insure adequate fuel
supply to the injectors. This input is then used to deliver
the correct quantity of fuel to the engine. Operating
range for the sensor is -40° to 150°C (-40° to 302°F).

5-8
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The IP Sensor is a 3-wire pressure transducer with one
side of a diaphragm in contact with the pressurized fuel
and the other side connected to manifold vacuum. The
differential between rail pressure and manifold pressure
is calculated by the ECM to control rail pressure. The
ECM uses this information to demand a specific fuel
flow rate from the fuel pump via the Fuel Pump Driver
Module (FPDM).

810-JAG: Engine Management and Diagnostics
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Fuel Charging and Controls

NOTE: The ECM measures fuel rail pressure referenced to manifold pressure, not ‘Dead Head’ gauge pressure.
All fuel pressure specifications are referenced pressure.
In the examples shown, the fuel pressure gauge image and the Datalogger screen capture have been taken at the same
time with an engine running at idle.
Referenced Fuel Pressure as read by the ECM

810JLR161

Fuel Pressure vs. Atmospheric Pressure as Read on a Gauge

810JLR162
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Fuel Injectors
Top-fed 4-jet fuel injectors are installed in the fuel rails.
The fuel jets from the injectors are directed onto the back
of the intake valves.
Injectors are energized by activation of saturated ground
drive transistors in the ECM, which means that the ground
is held constant throughout the entire pulse width period.
The injector circuits are series-resistive; the load protection for the ECM ground driver is maintained by an
injector resistance value of approximately 14Ω each.
While the needle valve is open, fuel is sprayed into the
cylinder intake tract onto the back of the intake valves.
The ECM meters the amount of fuel injected by adjusting the time that the needle valve is open.
NOTE: Injector seals should be renewed whenever an
injector is refitted to an engine. A small amount of
engine oil can be applied to the ‘O’ rings to aid installation. No other form of lubrication should be used.

810JLR192

Injector Waveform

T

T

100%

Trigger Channel 1 Rising 12.54V 7.7ms

810JLR165
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ENGINE IGNITION
The Engine Ignition System uses iridium-tipped spark
plugs, with each spark plug powered by a 4-wire on-plug
ignition coil.

The ECM varies the dwell time of the ignition coils
depending on battery voltage and engine speed, to
ensure a constant energy level is produced in the secondary coil each time the power stage is switched. This
ensures that a good spark is always produced by the
spark plug without excessive primary current flow, thus
avoiding overheating or damage to the ignition coils.
The ECM calculates the ignition timing for individual
cylinders from:
•

Engine speed

•

Camshaft position

•

Engine load

•

Engine temperature

•

Knock control function

•

Shift control function

•

Idle speed control function

810JLR166

Each ignition coil contains a power stage to switch the
current in the primary circuit. The ECM controls the
switching with a signal to the power stage and monitors
operation of the ignition coils using a feedback signal
from each of the power stages. If a fault is detected, the
ECM stores an appropriate fault code.
Power for the ignition coils is supplied from the Main
Relay and a fuse. A capacitor is connected in parallel
with the power supplies to the ignition coils to suppress
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI).
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VARIABLE INTAKE SYSTEM
V6 engines use a Variable Intake System (VIS) designed
to optimize engine torque across the engine speed / load
range. Variable intake combined with Variable Valve
Timing (VVT) provides an optimized engine torque
curve throughout the engine operating range.

Components
The throttle body connects directly to the intake manifold assembly, which is constructed of aluminum alloy.
The manifold mounts to the cylinder heads with the
lower intake manifold assembly sandwiched between.
The manifold plenum chamber is split into upper and
lower compartments with two interconnecting holes. Two
identical Intake Manifold Tuning (IMT) Valves are located
at the interconnecting holes. The IMT valves are solenoidoperated gate valves, which rotate 90° for open / close.
B+ voltage is separately supplied to each IMT valve via
ECM Control Relay 1 in the Front Power Distribution
Box. The ECM switches the ground side of the valves via
separate hardwire connection to activate the solenoids.
The plenum chamber volume and the length of the
intake air path are tuned by the positions of the IMT
valve gates to assure that the natural charge air pressure
waves or pulses are maximized for the ever-changing
engine speed and load conditions. The plenum chamber
volume and manifold geometry can be set to three different configurations based on the specific engine speed /
load range:
•

Short pipe

•

Medium pipe

•

Long pipe

The two IMT valves, controlled by the ECM, are set in
combination to provide the three manifold configurations.

5-12
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Variable Intake System

BOTH IMT VALVES CLOSED

TOP IMT VALVE OPEN / BOTTOM IMT VALVE CLOSED

BOTH IMT VALVES OPEN

810JLR193
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IMT Operation
The ECM calculates the required valve positions using
the following data:
•

Engine speed from CKP Sensor

•

Throttle position from TP Sensors

•

Engine temperature from ECT Sensor

•

Charge air temperature from IAT Sensor

Top Valve Open / Bottom Valve Closed
With the top valve open and the bottom valve closed,
plenum volume and the effective length of the intake air
path are both increased.

Both Valves Closed
Both IMT valves closed will provide the minimum plenum
volume and the shortest intake air path to the cylinders.

Both Valves Open
With both valves open, the plenum volume and the air
intake path effective length are at their maximum.
The graph shows the how ECM control of Variable
Intake System optimizes the engine torque curve.

325

300

BRAKE TORQUE (Nm)

275

250

225

200
CLOSED

OPEN

CLOSED

TOP IMT VALVE

175
CLOSED

OPEN

CLOSED

BOTTOM IMT VALVE

150
ADVANCED

RETARDED

VVT

125
1000

2000

3000

4000

5000
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7000

ENGINE SPEED (rpm)
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VARIABLE VALVE TIMING
The Variable Valve Timing (VVT) unit is a hydraulic
actuator mounted on the end of the intake camshaft,
which advances or retards the intake camshaft timing
and thereby alters the camshaft-to-crankshaft phasing.
Each cylinder bank is fitted with a vane-type VVT unit,
bush carrier, and a PWM solenoid-operated oil control
spool valve. The VVT unit is attached to the front of the
intake camshaft with a hollow bolt and rotates in the oil
feed bush on the bush carrier casting. The VVT system
provides simultaneous continuously variable intake
valve timing over a crankshaft range of 48°.
Before engine start, both intake camshafts are mechanically locked into a full retard position by a spring-loaded
locking pin. At engine start, oil enters the lower oilway in
the bush carrier and is forced up through the oil control
valve spools and through the bush to the VVT unit. At idle
speed, a low duty cycle (typically 10%) is applied to the
oil control valve solenoid. When the applied oil pressure
reaches 1.25 bar (18.4psi), the pressure will force the
mechanical locking pin to disengage from the VVT vanes.
When camshaft timing advance is required, the ECM
increases the duty cycle at the solenoid, which allows
pressurized oil to enter the VVT unit’s advance chambers.
When retard is required, the duty cycle will decrease,
moving the valve to allow oil pressure to exit the advance
chambers and route oil into the retard chambers.
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SEALS
LOCKING PIN

RETARD CHAMBERS

ADVANCE CHAMBERS

LOCKING PIN AND ENGAGING HOLE
810JLR195
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Variable Valve Timing

VVT Control

810JLR169

After engine shutdown or if a fault is detected, solenoid
operation is cancelled and spring pressure will move the
mechanical locking pin forward, locking the VVT unit
into a full retard position.
Normally VVT requires the control valve to be set at an
optimal position between full advance and retard for a
particular engine speed and load. Because engine oil
properties and temperature can affect the ability of the
VVT mechanism to follow demand changes, VVT control will be inhibited when engine oil temperature is
below 0°C (32°F). If engine oil temperature is extremely
high, the ECM may limit the amount of camshaft
advance due to reduced oil viscosity.
If a fault is detected with a VVT solenoid or CMP sensor, the ECM will cancel solenoid operation on that bank
only; the other bank solenoid will continue to operate.
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Overview

Adaptive Cruise Control

OVERVIEW
The Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) system uses a forward-facing radar sensor to scan the road ahead, looking
for objects that are moving at a different rate from itself.
When a target is identified, the ACC system will monitor
the time gap between the host and the target vehicles.
When that gap falls below a set driver-selected level, the
cruise system will intervene, slowing the vehicle by
backing off the throttle and/or applying the brakes, until
the correct gap is attained. The driver can chose between
four gap settings. The chosen setting is displayed in the
instrument cluster.
The system will detect but not react to the following:
•

Vehicles in the oncoming lane

•

Stationary vehicles

•

Pedestrians

•

Vehicles not in the same lane

6-2
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ACC is active when the vehicle is moving at a minimum
speed of 20 mph (32 km/h) and a maximum speed of
112 mph (180 km/h). ACC only functions when a set
speed is entered in standard cruise control mode. The
ACC system only intervenes with the set speed when it
detects a target vehicle, and then only if the minimum
time gap is breached.
It is important to note that the system is intended for use
in limited driving situations, does not remove control
and responsibility from the driver, and can at all times be
quickly overridden. The ACC system is not a collision
warning system and will not react to stationary objects.
The system does not operate below a minimum speed of
approximately 20 mph (32 km/h) since it is unsuitable
for use in cities or congested traffic. The system is best
suited to main roads / highways with gradual bends.
The operation of the ECM, throttle body, and throttle
control are unchanged from those used for standard
cruise control.
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Component Description

COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
Adaptive Cruise Control Module
The control module communicates with other vehicle
systems via the high speed CAN bus. Signals from the
ACC forward-facing radar sensor are received on a local
CAN bus between the two modules.

NP11XJ103

Radar Sensor
The ACC radar sensor is located on the front LH
side, behind the front bumper cover to the left of the
cooling aperture, to provide a clear view forward for
the radar beam.
If the radar unit is replaced in service it must be realigned vertically using the Jaguar or Land Rover Special Tool (depending on vehicle). Using the appropriate
Special Tool, check that the radar unit is level ± 0.5°.
NOTE: There are no mechanical horizontal adjustments; horizontal alignment is performed using the
JLR-approved diagnostic equipment.
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Jaguar Radar Sensor Special Tool
The Jaguar-approved leveling tool is the 501-F007 Inclinometer. Make sure the vehicle is on a level surface. It is
recommended the Special Tool is installed to the front of
the speed control sensor as shown in the illustration.
NOTE: Follow the manufacturer’s calibration process
prior to use.
501-F007 Inclinometer

After sensor replacement and once the mechanical vertical alignment is performed, the horizontal alignment is
achieved by placing the sensor in Service Mode with the
JLR-approved diagnostic equipment. The vehicle is then
driven for a short period while the sensor calibrates
itself. Calibration is complete when the Follow Mode
icon in the Instrument Cluster stops flashing.
The service alignment process measures the path of stationary targets such as streetlights, railings, road signs,
parked vehicles, etc., and uses this data to correct for
radar misalignment. Alignment will be completed more
quickly if more suitable targets are seen.
The following recommendations should be followed:
•

Vehicle speed must be above 30 mph (48 km/h)

•

Attempt to keep the vehicle speed consistent. The
process will take longer to complete if the speed varies too much.

•

Choose a road with plenty of stationary objects, like
railings or parked vehicles. Use an inside or outside
lane.

•

Following vehicles too closely will obscure the stationary targets from the radar; a time gap of at least 2
seconds is recommended.

•

A straighter road will produce a quicker and better
result, although the process will still operate on a
curved road.

•

The time the module takes to align will vary, depending on the route, speed, number of targets, and the
individual module.

810JLR104

2011 MY XJ Shown

810JLR105
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Principles of Operation

PRINCIPLES OF OPERATION
Radar Sensing
The ACC system is based on the use of a front mounted
radar sensor. The sensor transmits a 1.5° wide beam forward of the vehicle and detects the returning signals
reflected off other vehicles and objects ahead.

Range

The 1.5° wide radar beam is mechanically scanned at a
rate of 10 sweeps/second across a total arc of 15° centered on the longitudinal axis of the vehicle. The radar
operates at millimetric wavelengths (76 – 77 GHz) and
transmits a frequency-modulated continuous wave signal
at a relatively low power level (no high power pulses).

The transmitted signal frequency changes continuously
in a cyclic pattern (modulation). This means that, in the
time taken for the signal wave front to travel to and from
a target vehicle (or other object), the transmission frequency will have changed. The difference between the
received signal frequency and the new transmission frequency is proportional to the distance between the transmitting vehicle and the target vehicle.

With the ignition switched ON, the Adaptive Cruise
Control module is powered up but no radar transmissions are emitted until the vehicle is in motion.
The radar sensor detects three primary parameters of
objects within the scanned arc:
•

Range

•

Relative velocity

•

Angle

The radar sensor detects the presence and ranges of different vehicles and objects within the scanned arc up to a
distance of approximately 130 meters (426.5 feet).

Relative Velocity
When the signal is reflected off a vehicle moving at a
different speed (opening or closing the gap) an effect
known as the ‘Doppler Shift’ causes an extra frequency
modulation to be imposed on the signal. This Doppler
frequency varies with the relative speed of the vehicle
being followed, enabling the system to differentiate
between vehicles traveling at different speeds and also
between moving vehicles and stationary objects.

Angle
Using a narrow angle beam to scan horizontally enables
the system to distinguish between vehicles in different
lanes and between vehicles and roadside objects.
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Adaptive Cruise Control

Follow Mode

System Limitations

A set speed is selected in the normal cruise control manner and this speed is maintained until a slower vehicle is
encountered in the lane ahead. When the vehicle ahead
comes within the effective range of the radar sensor, the
system identifies it as a target vehicle and an icon is illuminated on the Instrument Cluster to indicate that the
system is in Follow Mode.

The ACC system is only intended to provide
enhanced speed control as described above in certain
restricted conditions.
The following points should be noted:
•

Automatic braking is limited to approximately 30%
of full pressure (0.3 G deceleration) and is intended
to provide a smooth, gradual deceleration in Follow
Mode conditions. Harsh braking by the target vehicle
or following the target vehicle down to very low
speeds or to a halt will require driver intervention on
the brakes.

•

While the radar sensor detects moving and stationary
targets for assessment of the environment ahead, the
system does not react to or provide any control in situations other than Follow Mode conditions. Stationary or slow moving vehicles (below 6 mph [10 km/
h]), pedestrians, objects on the road, and oncoming
vehicles in the same lane are not recognized.

Follow Mode Icon

NP11XJ105

When the distance between the two vehicles closes to a
set time gap, the Adaptive Cruise Control system closes
the throttle and, if necessary, applies the brakes to maintain the set time gap. Follow Mode is effectively a closed
loop system. If several vehicles are ahead, the closest
vehicle is chosen as the target to follow. If the target
vehicle moves out of radar range, or if either vehicle
changes lane or drops below the minimum operating
speed, the system exits follow mode and the follow
mode icon is extinguished. The ACC system will only
raise its speed to the originally set speed; it will not
accelerate past this speed to maintain a time gap.
Driver operation of the foot brake or control switches
will immediately cancel ACC.
When the vehicle is in Follow Mode, the ACC ‘Follow
Mode’ warning indicator is illuminated in the Instrument
Cluster and the current gap setting is displayed in the
Message Center.
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WARNING: It must be emphasized that the
ACC system is not a collision warning or avoidance system and that, other than the limited
conditions of Follow Mode, driver intervention
will be necessary to control the vehicle speed.
In Follow Mode, some situations may cause target ambiguities for the detection system. These situations include:
•

The close proximity of a third vehicle when driving
on a line slightly offset to the target vehicle

•

Vehicles edging into the lane ahead that are not
detected by the system until they have moved into the
radar beam

On the approach to, or exit from a bend, a target vehicle
may be lost or a new target acquired as vehicles ahead
change their angular position with respect to the radar
sensor. On a straight road, if the sensing vehicle is in Follow Mode below its selected set speed, losing the target
vehicle will cause the sensing vehicle to accelerate to
this set speed. This acceleration is undesirable either on
or entering a bend when the target is suddenly lost, and
in this situation the system inhibits the resumption of the
set speed.
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Principles of Operation

The following illustration shows circumstances where
the ACC system may brake late or unexpectedly. The
driver is required to intervene in these situations.

1

Forward Alert
Limited detection and warning of vehicles ahead is provided during adaptive cruise control operation by the
Forward Alert warning. The enhanced Forward Alert
warning provides additional warnings when the Adaptive Cruise Control is not engaged. If a vehicle is
detected close ahead, a warning tone will be emitted and
a ‘Forward Alert’ message will be displayed. Throttle
and braking intervention is NOT applied.
The warning indicator in the Instrument Cluster is illuminated when the Forward Alert system is active. Forward
Alert does not initiate any action; the driver must take the
appropriate action when the message is displayed. The
system monitors driver intervention and may not issue the
warning if the driver has taken the appropriate action
(braking, steering, or indicating) early enough.

2

3

NP11XJ100

1. Driving on a different line compared to the vehicle in
front.
2. Vehicles that merge into the same lane are only
detected once they have moved fully into the lane.
3. On bends in the road, there can be issues with detection of the vehicle in front when going into and coming out of a curve.
The cruise control system compares vehicle speed data
from the ABS module with the relative speed of an external object as detected by the radar sensor to ascertain
whether the object is stationary or not.

NP11XJ106

The sensitivity of the warning can be changed using the
gap increase and decrease switches when the ACC is not
active. Confirmation of the gap change is given by ‘Forward Alert’ being displayed in the Message Center. Forward Alert is switched on or off via the Instrument
Cluster ‘Vehicle Settings’ menu.

NOTE: If the vehicle is equipped with tires that are
different in diameter from those specified for the vehicle, the vehicle speed, calculated by the ABS module,
will not be the true road speed. This situation may
cause stationary objects to be falsely identified as
moving vehicles and result in automatic deceleration
on a clear road.
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DIAGNOSTICS
If a malfunction occurs during operation of the system in
ACC or Follow Modes, the ACC system will switch off
and cannot be used until the fault is cleared. The message ‘Driver Intervene’ appears briefly and is then
replaced by the message ‘Cruise Not Available’. If a
malfunction of the ACC or any related system occurs at
any other time, the message ‘Cruise Not Available’ will
be displayed. It will not be possible to activate the ACC
system in any mode.
Accumulations of dirt, snow, or ice on the radar sensor
or cover may inhibit ACC operation. Fitting of a vehicle
front protector or metallic badges may also affect ACC
operation. The ACC system relies on its radar to detect
objects and constantly scans ahead. If the radar detects
no vehicles ahead in ACC or Follow Mode, then the
ACC will be deactivated, the audible warning will
sound, and the message ‘Driver Intervene’ displays
briefly.
The message ‘ACC Sensor Blocked’ follows the previous message. The same messages may also be displayed
while driving on open roads with few objects for the
radar to detect. Clearing the obstruction allows the system to return to normal operation. If the obstruction is
present when ACC is inactive (e.g. on initial starting or
with the ACC system switched off), the message ‘ACC
Sensor Blocked’ will be displayed.
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Component Locations and Control Diagrams

Component Locations – 11 MY Jaguar XJ; RHD shown (Others Similar)
STEERING WHEEL
SWITCHES
CLOCKSPRING

ADAPTIVE
CRUISE CONTROL MODULE

INSTRUMENT CLUSTER

BRAKE LIGHT
SWITCH

ACCELERATOR PEDAL
POSITION SENSOR

ELECTRONIC
THROTTLE

ENGINE
CONTROL MODULE
ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
RADAR SENSOR

ABS
CONTROL MODULE

810JLR110
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Adaptive Cruise Control

Control Diagram – 11 MY Jaguar XJ; RHD shown (Others Similar)
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A
D
O
U
1
2

Hardwired
HS CAN Bus
LIN Bus
Private CAN Bus
RH Steering Wheel Switch Pack
CJB
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3
4
5
6
7
8

Clockspring
Instrument Cluster
ACC Module
ABS Module
Steering Angle Sensor
Radar Sensor

9
10
11
12
13
14

Throttle Body
ECM
Brake Light Switch
Accelerator Pedal Position Sensor
Electronic Park Brake Module
JaguarDrive Selector
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